
Preface

Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) have enabled a
tiny device to have a wireless communication feature onto a small package to-
gether with the sensing capability, which is called a sensor node. A concept of
networked sensor systems to monitor environment has emerged following these
advances of hardware packaging technology. A wide variety of industrial, health,
agricultural, and environmental applications of WSNs have been considered, for
example, target tracking, health monitoring, and disaster detection. In a typical
scenario, a number of sensor nodes are densely deployed into the region to monitor
in an uncoordinated manner, thrown from an airplane in an extreme case. Then,

1. Each sensor node obtains one or more physical quantities, such as tem-
perature, acceleration, concentration of chemical substances, and so on, by
equipped sensors.

2. These sensor data are collected at a special node, called a base station (BS)
or a sink, through a wireless mesh network established among sensor nodes.

3. Finally, necessary actions would be taken by an interested person, for exam-
ple, to call a fire station if the data indicates a sign of a fire.

For each of these three essential phases,i.e., sensing, communication, and utiliza-
tion of sensor data, we have many problems to solve in order to put this technology
to practical use. For example,

1. How can we guarantee that entire region to monitor is covered by deployed
sensor nodes?

2. How can we transmit sensor data from such a large number of nodes to a
BS? Some of sensor nodes may be few kilometers away from the BS.

3. How can we determine what is happening from raw sensor data?

The first one, the sensing coverage problem has been well studied so far and the
last one is related to sensor fusion or data mining techniques. In this thesis, we
focus our attention on the second,i.e., communication in a wireless sensor network
(WSN).
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Although WSNs share the same or similar concepts in many aspects with mo-
bile ad hoc networks (MANETs), there are some differences: large number of
nodes, limited power resources, limited computational capacities, and so on. These
unique features of a WSN pose many challenging issues in terms of network con-
trol. For example, a centralized control is not feasible in a WSN, since it is common
that hundreds or thousands nodes are deployed in a WSN. Therefore, a distributed
and self-organizing control is preferred for scalability. In addition, sensor nodes are
prone to fail and halt for depletion of battery power and being damaged by harsh
environment. Therefore, a WSN must be fault tolerant. We can not directly apply
existing network control techniques such as for MANETs to a WSN, because such
protocols are likely to be too complicated and put too much burden on sensor nodes
with limited computational capacities. It is not an easy task to recharge or replace
batteries of such a large number of sensor nodes, we must have an energy-efficient
network control protocol to prolong the lifetime of a WSN.

Among a variety of potential applications of WSNs, we concentrate upon
WSNs for safe and secure living environment. In a WSN as a social infrastructure,
urgent information, for example, a fire alarm or natural disaster warning, should be
transmitted fast and reliably, whereas the communication among sensor nodes de-
pends on unstable and unreliable wireless links. Therefore a big issue arises here;
How can we provide fast and reliable transmission of urgent sensor information
over such an unreliable communication infrastructure?This is the question that
we try to answer in this thesis.

This thesis is organized as follows. First we propose design methodology of
an architecture for fast and reliable transmission of urgent information in WSNs.
In this methodology, instead of establishing single complicated monolithic mech-
anism, several simple and fully-distributed control mechanisms which function in
different spatial and temporal levels are incorporated on each node. These mecha-
nisms work autonomously and independently responding to the surrounding situa-
tion.

Next we show an example of a traffic control protocol designed following the
methodology. In this protocol, sensor information is classified into three traffic
classes: critical, important, and normal. To adapt to dynamically changing situa-
tions and scale of an emergency, five simple mechanisms working in different spa-
tial and temporal levels are incorporated above the network layer: assured corridor
mechanism, scheduled hop-by-hop retransmission, priority queueing, rate control
by local congestion detection, and rate control by backpressure. The contribution
of each mechanism in emergency events is discussed. We evaluated the perfor-
mance of the protocol by extensive simulation and practical experiments and our
claim was supported by the results of these experiments.

As another example of a protocol designed by the methodology, we also present
a WSN protocol for automatic meter reading in a large-scale building. In such a
network, an urgent event alarm needs to be transmitted as well as meter readings.
We propose a sensor network protocol for this purpose, in which low duty cycle of
sensor nodes is achieved while the latency of transmission is guaranteed to be less
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than a certain bound. In this protocol, sensor nodes undergo a wake-up and sleep
cycle whose length is equal to the delay-bound, and each node determines its own
timing to be active in a cycle by selecting a time slot. This process is governed
by a function, called a time slot assignment function, of its next-hop’s time slot
so that the nodes further from the BS can have earlier slots. We explore time slot
assignment functions to find one which gives low and homogeneous contention
over a grid network. The simulation results show that our protocol performs well
close to the optimal case.

From now on, more and more WSNs are going to be deployed, and the role of
the WSN technology in our society becomes more important. We believe that this
thesis will contribute to realization of our safe, secure, and comfortable future life.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technology is expected to play an essential role
for our society in the near future. A WSN consists of a number of sensor nodes and
a base station (BS). A node is equipped with a processing unit, a radio transceiver,
and sensors. Nodes are deployed in a region to monitor, called sensor field, and en-
vironmental information detected by sensors is collected to a BS through wireless
communication among sensor nodes (Fig. 1.1). Since nodes are usually battery-
driven and it is not an easy task to replace or recharge batteries, an energy-efficient
network control is essential to prolong the lifetime of a WSN. Moreover, since
sensor nodes are prone to fail and halt by exhaustion of energy resources or being
damaged by harsh environment, fault tolerance is one of the primary concerns for
a WSN. In addition, the large number of deployed sensor nodes,e.g., hundreds or
sometimes thousands, and extremely dynamic nature of wireless communication
make a centralized control infeasible, thus a distributed and self-organizing control
is preferred from the viewpoint of scalability. Simplicity is also important for a
WSN architecture since a node has limited computational and memory resources
for constraints of its production cost. These requirements for a WSN pose many
challenging issues which do not exist in traditional wired networks. There has
been a lot of research work on WSNs in the wide range of research fields, like de-
vice, sensors, wireless signal processing, medium access, data transmission, data
processing, and applications [1]. Furthermore, maintaining sensing coverage and
connectivity [2], data aggregation [3], and synchronization among sensor nodes
[4] are also important issues to consider. Among them, those directly related to a
networking aspect include energy-aware MAC and routing protocols.

For the MAC layer, a number of energy-aware protocols of contention-based
[5, 6, 7, 8] and TDMA-based [9, 10] have been proposed. There are two types
of contention-based MAC protocols for saving energy consumption, ones which
schedule channel access [5, 6] and the others which employ channel sampling [7].
The major advantage of scheduling is that a sender knows a receiver’s wakeup
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: A wireless sensor network.

time and thus transmits a packet efficiently. Low-power listening approach with
channel sampling, such that in [7], is proposed for reducing the power consumed
by idle listening in a contention period. These two techniques are integrated in [8]
to achieve a low duty cycle of 0.1 %.

Quite a number of routing protocols for WSNs have also been proposed
[11, 12]. According to [11], these protocols are categorized into three classes:
flat routing, hierarchical routing, and location-based routing. In flat routing, every
node participates in data transmission as a source, a router, and a destination of
transmission. Directed diffusion [13] is a typical example of flat routing. In hierar-
chical routing, neighboring nodes comprise a cluster and elect one among them as
a cluster head. The cluster head collects sensor data from its cluster members and
forwards the aggregated or fused sensor data to a BS. By devoting a cluster head in
energy consuming tasks, cluster members can suppress their energy consumption.
To balance energy consumption among nodes, which further leads to the prolong-
ing the lifetime of a WSN, most of hierarchical routing protocols rotate the role
of cluster head among sensor nodes [14]. In location-based routing, such as [15],
sensor data are forwarded in the direction of a destination node. Thus it usually
needs an assumption that every node knows its own and neighbors’ location, by
embedding a GPS to each node for example.

1.2 Outline of Thesis

The WSN technology will be used for a wide variety of applications, such as agri-
cultural, health, environmental, and industrial purposes. Among them, we focus on
a WSN used as a social infrastructure to make our life safe, secure, and comfort-
able, for example, building automation, disaster detection, and public surveillance
systems. This sort of WSNs are supposed to carry some sort of urgent informa-
tion, such as a fire alarm or intrusion warning, following detection of an abnormal
event. Urgent information has to be transmitted through a WSN with higher re-
liability and lower latency than usual information. In this thesis, we first present
design methodology of a WSN architecture for fast and reliable transmission of
urgent sensor information, which is the main theme of this thesis. Then two WSN
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1. Introduction

protocols which are designed following the methodology are proposed. One of the
two protocols is designated for a general application, where application-dependent
data gathering mechanism is used for usual data gathering. The protocol consists
of five mechanisms, one of which is our newly developed path-level mechanism for
delivery of urgent information. We will show results of performance evaluation of
the new mechanism itself as well as those of the entire protocol through extensive
simulation and practical experiments. The other protocol is designed following the
methodology for a specific application, namely automatic meter reading, and its
performance will be verified by simulation experiments. In the rest of this section,
we summarize objectives of this thesis with some related works.

1.2.1 Design methodology of a network architecture for fast and reli-
able urgent sensor information delivery

In Chapter 2, we first introduce an overview of an application system we assume
throughout this thesis, and then we propose design methodology of a WSN ar-
chitecture used for urgent sensor information transmission. An emergency event
varies in its scale, from a small one like a gas leakage to a large one like an earth-
quake attack. In a small scale event, we only have to control nodes along the path
from a source of urgent information to a BS for prioritizing urgent information
transmission and it is not necessary for other nodes to get involved. However, in
the event of a large emergency, a lot of nodes detect it and send urgent informa-
tion at the same time. A WSN should mitigate a serious congestion caused by this
simultaneous emission of a lot of urgent data with a network-wide control mech-
anism. Therefore, adaptability to the scale of an event is an essential factor in
designing a WSN architecture.

In this thesis, we take an approach to combine several simple mechanisms
working in different spatial and temporal levels instead of developing a compli-
cated monolithic mechanism. A WSN is able to adapt to the scale of an event by
having each of the mechanisms work autonomously and independently according
to the surrounding situation.

1.2.2 A sensor network protocol for urgent information

Following the above design policy, we construct UMIUSI (aUtonomous Mecha-
nisms Integrated for Urgent Sensor Information), which will be presented in Chap-
ter 3. In UMIUSI, five simple mechanisms working in different spatial and tem-
poral levels are incorporated for fast and reliable transmission of urgent sensor
information. UMIUSI is introduced above the network layer and supposed to be
incorporated with an existing data gathering protocol.

There have been several proposals of QoS (Quality of Service) control
[16, 17, 18] for WSNs. In ReInForM [19], each node stochastically relays re-
ceived packets according to the different forwarding probability, and the reliability
of transmission is improved through a multipath and retransmission mechanism.
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1. Introduction

However, congestion mitigation is not considered, which is crucial in a large scale
event. ESRT [20] regulates the emission rate at source nodes with feedback from
a BS to accomplish the desired reliability. A congestion mitigation mechanism
is incorporated in ESRT, however, every decision making is done at a BS, which
means that this is apparently a centralized protocol. In [21], overheard packets are
used for error correction in single-hop and multihop routing to improve the relia-
bility. This kind of error correction technique can be employed as a neighbor-level
or path-level mechanism in our design methodology. The authors of [22] utilize
data correlation among sensor nodes and achieve reliable and energy-efficient de-
livery by allowing each node to predict the data transmission reliability based on
the preceding transmissions from other nodes. Although such correlation does not
necessarily exist in WSNs we assume in this thesis, this kind of techniques can be
incorporated together with our protocol. In [23], the authors propose a routing pro-
tocol to find the best path in terms of delay. Felembanet al. [24] expands this idea
to provide QoS differentiation both in reliability and in latency using a multipath
technique. These protocols are based on a distributed approach, but every node
needs to be aware of locations of its own and neighbors.

For congestion mitigation in a WSN, CODA [25] combines hop-by-hop back-
pressure and end-to-end feedback techniques. In [26], a prioritized MAC protocol
is introduced in addition to a hop-by-hop traffic control. IFRC [27] is developed to
realise adaptive fair and efficient rate allocation by sharing information on the level
of congestion among nodes. Siphon [28] introduces multi-radio “virtual sinks”
which siphon off data events from the region with high traffic load. It enables con-
gestion mitigation without reducing application fidelity caused by rate control or
packet drop mechanisms. However, implementing multi-radio capability leads to
increase of the production cost of a sensor node.

Despite many research work on QoS control for WSNs as shown above, few
considers the aspect of adaptability to dynamically changing situation or scale of
an event. In other words, although they have demonstrated their effectiveness in
a specific situation, the contribution diminishes once the situation changes. On
the other hand, we focus on the adaptability of network control to the variety of
the scale of an event and dynamically changing situation. In comparison to the
research work mentioned above, our approach is also unique in that several simple
mechanisms are incorporated above the network layer. The expected contribution
of each mechanism comprising UMIUSI to fast and reliable transmission of urgent
information in a small and large scale event is discussed. Performance evaluation
of UMIUSI through simulation and practical experiments is conducted to verify
the expected contribution of each mechanism.

1.2.3 A sensor network protocol for automatic meter reading

In Chapter 4, we propose another network protocol following our methodology.
Since UMIUSI assumes a general purpose WSN and works above the network
layer, its performance in terms of delay and energy-efficiency largely depends on
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1. Introduction

the underlying protocols. In contrast, the second protocol considers an energy-
aware routing scheme as well as sleep scheduling for a specific application, that
is, automatic meter reading, to guarantee a low duty cycle and an upper bound of
end-to-end delay of urgent information.

The trade-off between latency and energy-efficiency has been discussed in
some literatures. In [29], the authors discuss the distribution of latency against
the active-to-sleep ratio using a Markov model based approach. The delay-bound
in a WSN where each node follows a completely uncoordinated sleep schedule is
shown in [30]. Cohen and Kapchits [31] tackle the problem of maximization of the
lifetime of a WSN under an end-to-end delay constraint. They assume that energy
consumption is not governed by sending packets but by the frequency of transition
between sleep and active modes. Then, it is shown that energy minimization is
achieved by setting the wake-up frequency of a node in accordance with the loca-
tion of the node in the path. In [32], the authors determine the best path from a
node to a BS considering the trade-off between the expected energy consumption
and the probability that the latency exceeds a certain threshold under Markovian
assumptions on the sleeping schedules and the channel conditions. However, they
do not consider reliability of data transmission.

In [33], the authors take into account the sleep scheduling to achieve energy-
efficient and fast transmission of sensor information. A node holding data to send
first finds a neighbor which is closer to a BS than itself and whose wake-up time
is the closest to its own. Then, it adjusts its sleep schedule to have a wake-up
interval overlap with that of the designated neighbor. This mechanism reduces the
end-to-end delay, but neither contention in the MAC layer nor dynamic topology
changes is not considered. Luet al. [34] propose several heuristic algorithms for
tree and ring topologies to minimize the communication latency given that each
node has a low duty cycle requirement. In [35], the authors consider an efficient
wakeup scheduling scheme under bidirectional end-to-end delay constraints and
present a multi-parent forwarding technique where multipath routing and wakeup
scheduling are integrated. Both low quality of wireless communication and latency
caused by sleeping nodes are considered in the dynamic switch-based forwarding
[36], which optimizes the expected delivery ratio, expected communication delay,
or expected energy consumption. However, contention in the MAC layer is out
of consideration, that is, the ideal condition is assumed. In [37], assuming that
nodes are synchronized by an existing synchronization protocol, the influence of
synchronization error,i.e., phase offset and clock skew, to the trade-off between
energy consumption and reliability of transmission under a multi-hop scenario is
well studied, but there is no consideration of latency.

Our protocol in Chapter 4 is designed especially for automatic meter reading
(AMR) in an apartment building to achieve a low duty cycle with guaranteed delay
bound. Key ideas here for our sensor network protocol for AMR (SNPAMR) are
(i) sleep interval of a node is less or equal to the delay bound specified by an appli-
cation, and (ii) each node is assigned a time slot to wake up and receive messages.
Unlike most of TDMA-type MAC protocols, where slot assignment is to solve
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1. Introduction

channel contention, in our SNPAMR, an assigned time slot is used not for sending
but for receiving messages. A node holding data to send waits for a time slot of its
next-hop node. In addition, a node further from a BS is assigned an earlier time
slot, so that data reach a BS within the given delay bound. Slot assignment is ac-
complished in a fully distributed and self-organizing manner, based on a function
of the hop distance from a BS. The function is chosen to equalize the contention
degree among nodes.

In Chapter 4, we first describe the details of our protocol and we define the
contention degree, which represents the intensity of contention at each node, and
expected contention degree in a grid network is presented. Next we define a func-
tion for time slot assignment based on comparison among possible functions.
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Chapter 2

Design Methodology of a
Network Architecture for Fast
and Reliable Urgent Sensor
Information Delivery

2.1 Assumed System

In this thesis, we consider a design methodology of a WSN architecture to transmit
urgent information as fast and reliable as possible. We assume a WSN deployed
in a building or house to monitor and control living and working environment.
A WSN consists of one BS and a number of immobile sensor nodes. The BS
corresponds to a gateway server or home server with power supply and sends sensor
information to a monitoring station if necessary. Sensor nodes are operated on a
battery and equipped with a variety of sensors.

Each node reports obtained sensor information to the BS at regular intervals,
which is defined by an application’s requirement. Once a node detects an emer-
gency or an unusual condition, it begins to emit packets containing the urgent
information. The method for detecting an event is predetermined by an applica-
tion, and it is out of scope of this thesis. In-network aggregation or sensor fusion
techniques can also be applied. In such a case, urgent information would be ag-
gregated or fused with other sensor information, but it must be transmitted faster
and more reliably as a whole. On receiving the urgent information, the BS reports
the emergency to the monitoring station through a regional network. Then, an ac-
knowledgement is sent back to the BS. The ACK is forwarded to the source node
of the urgent information and the node stops sending urgent information.

Although the protocols proposed in this thesis do not depend on any specific
MAC or routing protocols, we assume a contention-based MAC protocol and a
multihop routing protocol. A time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol is
also applicable, but we consider that it has many practical problems to be solved
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such as scheduling overhead and severe time synchronization requirements. As
for the network layer, a multihop scheme with limitation on the radio transmission
energy is usually preferred to avoid contention among wireless communication and
prolong the lifetime of batteries.

2.2 Detailed Description of the Design Methodology

As mentioned before, the scale of an emergency ranges from a small one to a
catastrophic one. Moreover, it is unpredictable and dynamically changing as time
passes. When a small event happens, it is not necessary to involve all nodes to
respond to the emergency. Instead, only nodes along the path from the node which
detects the event to a BS participate in transmission of urgent information and
adopt a hop-by-hop retransmission mechanism for example. As the scale of the
emergency grows over time, additional mechanisms come into effect and more
nodes become involved in the urgent information transmission. On the other hand,
in the event of a large emergency, a lot of nodes detect the emergency at the same
time and send urgent information simultaneously and independently from others. A
WSN in this case should immediately react as a whole to control serious congestion
and ensure fast and reliable transmission of urgent information.

In summary, our design objectives of a WSN architecture for transmission of
urgent sensor information are:

High reliability and low latency The reliability and latency of transmission of ur-
gent information are the most important issues. Urgent information should
be differentiated from other information and receive preferential controls ac-
cording to their importance. We consider that energy efficiency can be sac-
rificed to some extent for transmission of urgent information.

Self-organizing and localized behaviorThe type and scale of an emergency and
the number of simultaneous emergency events are unpredictable and dy-
namically change as time passes. A centralized architecture is infeasible
in an emergency due to variations of traffic pattern and the level of con-
gestion. Therefore, we need an architecture which is fully-distributed, self-
organizing, and adaptive to dynamically changing conditions. As a conse-
quence of localized reactions of each sensor node to the surroundings and
local interactions among nodes, a globally-organized behavior of a WSN
against a detected emergency emerges as a whole.

Simplicity Since a node has limited computational capacity and a small amount of
memory, mechanisms to support fast and reliable transmission of urgent in-
formation must be simple enough. Simplicity also contributes to low energy
consumption and less programming errors.

To satisfy the above requirements, we propose design methodology to combine
several simple control mechanisms which function in different temporal and spa-
tial levels instead of developing a complicated monolithic mechanism. In Fig. 2.1,
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Figure 2.1: Examples of control mechanisms.

typical control mechanisms are arranged in accordance with their temporal and
spatial effect. In general, larger the spatial area where a mechanism influences is,
longer the time required to achieve effective control is. In the methodology, at least
one mechanism is chosen for each of spatial levels. For example, in our UMIUSI
protocol discussed later, those five mechanisms indicated by gray circles are em-
bedded in a sensor node. Although another combination with other mechanisms is
also possible, we must carefully consider the relation among mechanisms. For ex-
ample, we can also introduce in-network aggregation [3] for reducing the number
of packets and thus suppressing congestion occurrence. However, adopting both
hop-by-hop and end-to-end retransmission mechanisms is likely to be inefficient
or redundant.

When an emergency occurs, one or more mechanisms among them start work-
ing autonomously and independently as a reaction to the surrounding situation of
a node. The collective behavior of these mechanisms offers appropriate preferen-
tial transmission of emergency packets. At the beginning of an event, quick-acting
node-level and neighbor-level mechanisms contribute to reliable and fast transmis-
sion until slower path-level mechanisms come into effect. As the event develops
and situation becomes more serious, additional mechanisms eventually become
effective and network-level control is conducted. In this way, mechanisms with
different time-span and working area complement each other and enable a WSN to
adapt to the various emergency situations. Note that a node does not detect or con-
jecture the current situation of an emergency. It does not activate the mechanisms
selectively, but all the incorporated mechanisms work in reacting to the occurrence
of an emergency and its dynamically changing situation autonomously. A WSN as
a whole adapts to the scale of an event by the mechanisms having different contri-
bution in different situations.

We should note here that it is not possible to transmit all emergency packets
with high reliability and low latency because the capacity of a WSN is limited.
Therefore, it is necessary to classify sensor information into several classes in ac-
cordance with the required QoS in terms of delay and reliability. Classification and
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prioritization can be determined beforehand. Context-aware prioritization is also
helpful to adapt to dynamically changing emergency conditions. Each packet has a
field in its header to indicate its corresponding class and packets in different classes
are treated in a different way in a WSN.
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Chapter 3

A Sensor Network Protocol for
Urgent Information

3.1 Overview

In this chapter, we assume an application, such as a building automation or plant
automation, in which various types of information are transmitted through a WSN.
Dozens of immobile nodes with various types of sensors and detectors are deployed
in a room. This sort of WSNs have to transmit urgent sensor information with
higher reliability and lower latency than other non-urgent information. Since the
capacity of a wireless network is limited, a WSN must be capable of differentiating
and prioritizing packets depending on their urgency and importance of embedded
sensor information.

Since a large number of battery-driven nodes are deployed in a WSN, energy
efficiency, fault tolerance, and scalability should be taken into account in designing
a WSN architecture. These factors need to be well considered also in the afore-
mentioned WSN. However, in the event of emergency, urgent information must
be transmitted as fast and reliable as possible, thus reliability and low latency are
primary concerns. Therefore, we need a WSN architecture which satisfies require-
ments in both of normal and emergency conditions.

There have been a lot of excellent works on data gathering schemes which
can be applied in normal situations, for example, [13]. We take an approach here
to incorporate mechanisms for urgent information transmission together with any
data gathering scheme well-designed for application-oriented communication. It
means that a WSN operates on a data gathering scheme in the normal situation.
Once an emergency occurs, an appropriate series of actions take place to deliver
urgent information to the BS.
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3.2 Detailed Description of aUtonomous Mechanisms In-
tegrated for Urgent Sensor Information (UMIUSI)

We construct UMIUSI (aUtonomous Mechanisms Integrated for Urgent Sensor
Information) for a WSN for fast and reliable transmission of urgent sensor infor-
mation following the design policy stated in Chapter 2. First, we consider three
classes of sensor information as one normal class and two emergency classes and
prioritize emergency class information over normal class information. The two
types of urgent information are distinguished in more important and less impor-
tant. The former includes critical information,e.g., a fire alarm, which should be
transmitted with very high reliability and low latency. An example of the latter is
temperature information, which is important to monitor the condition of a fire.

• Normal Class.Any non-urgent information belongs to this class. Normal
class information is gathered to the BS at regular intervals oftnorm. Without
an emergency, the latency and reliability of normal class information should
satisfy the application’s requirements, depending on the adopted data gath-
ering scheme. An application can tolerate delay and loss of normal class
information under emergency conditions. Packets of this class are called
normal packets.

• Important Class.This class is for urgent information, but an application can
tolerate loss and delay of important class information to some extent. Packets
belonging to this class, called important packets, can be delayed or dropped
depending on the level of congestion in an emergency. The interval of emis-
sion of important packetstimp < tnorm is determined by an application, but
could be regulated to be larger thantnorm to mitigate congestion.

• Critical Class. This class is for the most urgent and important information
which requires highly reliable and fast transmission to the BS. Critical pack-
ets are emitted by a node detecting an emergency at a fixed regular interval
of tcri < tnorm, which is determined by an application. The total amount
of critical class traffic should not exceed the network capacity to guarantee a
high delivery ratio and low delay of the required level. Therefore, the number
of sensor nodes for critical information should be limited at the deployment,
or some of them should be categorized into the important class. It is not a
trivial task to determine the number of nodes of the critical class. Because
of the application-oriented deployment of sensor nodes, we cannot optimize
the number and location of nodes in an actual situation. We plan to consider
a design strategy to control the number of nodes of the critical class.

For the sake of simplicity, we adopted equal values oftnorm, timp, or tcri among
all sensor nodes in the experiments. However, diverse setting of intervals can be
used depending on the application’s requirements.
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Figure 3.1: The mechanisms leveraged in UMIUSI.

As stated in Chapter 2, mechanisms leveraged in UMIUSI must be simple and
work independently of other schemes and protocols. In addition, a WSN should
adapt to dynamically changing emergency situations by adopting control mecha-
nisms working in different time and topological levels, from fast and local to slow
and global. From these points of view, we incorporate following five mechanisms
into UMIUSI: assured corridor mechanism (ACM), retransmission, priority queue-
ing, rate control by local congestion detection, and rate control by backpressure.
The spatial and temporal level of each mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.1. Figure 3.1
briefly summarizes how and where they work.

In a normal situation, sensor information is collected from sensor nodes to the
BS at a regular interval oftnorm by a data gathering scheme. Once an emergency
event occurs, a node detecting the emergency emits emergency packets, which
are labeled as the critical class or important class, at a regular interval oftimp or
tcri, respectively. They are forwarded to the BS. A hop-by-hop retransmission is
conducted to recover from a loss of an emergency packet. On the way to the BS,
emergency packets establish an “assured corridor” along the path from the source
to the BS. By keeping nodes awake in this path and making surrounding nodes
refrain from emitting normal packets, an assured corridor protects the emergency
packets from collision with normal packets and avoid delay caused by sleeping
nodes.

When there are two or more nodes detecting an emergency, there occur colli-
sions among emergency packets. An intermediate node adopts a priority queueing
mechanism to offer a better forwarding service to critical packets for higher deliv-
ery ratio and lower delay than important packets. In addition, to avoid collisions
among radio signals, a source node of important packets regulates its emission rate
in accordance with the level of congestion in its vicinity. Furthermore, to mitigate
congestion around the BS and at intermediate nodes, the existence of congestion is
notified to source nodes of important packets by means of backpressure. On receiv-
ing a backpressure message, they reduce the emission rate of important packets.

The detailed description of each mechanism is presented in the following.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: An “assured corridor” in (a) a tree-based network and (b) a
broadcasting-based network.

3.2.1 Assured corridor mechanism (ACM)

The main purpose of this newly developed mechanism is to avoid loss of emer-
gency packets caused by collisions with normal packets. In addition, ACM con-
tributes to avoiding delay caused by sleeping nodes.

Examples of an assured corridor are illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for a tree-based sen-
sor network and a broadcasting-based sensor network. In the figure, a star corre-
sponds to a node which detects an emergency and becomes a source node of emer-
gency packets. Grey circles correspond to nodes on a path from the source node
to the BS and they keep awake during the emergency. Nodes in ranges of radio
signals of those grey nodes are denoted as filled circles, which suppress emission
of normal packets.

In ACM, a node follows the state transitions illustrated in Fig 3.3. A node
stays in theNORMALstate in its normal operation. When a node detects an emer-
gency event, its state is changed to theEMG SENDstate and it begins emission
of emergency packets. The traffic class of an emergency packet is identified by an
emergency flag in its header. When a neighbor node in theNORMALstate receives
or hears the emergency packet, its state moves to either of theEMG FORWARD
or SUPPRESSEDstates depending on its location. If the node is on the path to the
BS, in other words, if the node is a next-hop of theEMG SENDnode, it moves to
theEMG FORWARDstate. It suspends its sleep schedule and forwards the emer-
gency packet. If the node is not involved in forwarding the emergency packet,i.e.,
not on the path to the BS, it moves to theSUPPRESSEDstate and suppresses the
transmission of normal packets in order to avoid collisions with emergency packets
in the MAC layer. A node can recognize its role in transmission of urgent informa-
tion based on network or MAC layer information. For example, when a tree-based
routing protocol is used, a node recognizes that it is on the path to the BS by finding
that the destination MAC address of a received packet is its own. In a broadcast-
based network where nodes closer to the BS than a sender are expected to forward
a packet to the BS, a node only compares its hop distance to the BS with that of a
sender to determine its relative location.

Similarly, among neighbor nodes receiving or hearing an emergency packet
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Figure 3.3: State transitions.

forwarded by theEMG FORWARDnode, ones on the path to the BS become
EMG FORWARDnodes and the others becomeSUPPRESSEDnodes. By repeat-
ing this process at every hop to the BS, an assured corridor, which consists of
EMG FORWARDnodes forwarding emergency packets along the path andSUP-
PRESSEDnodes surrounding the path, is eventually completed when the first emer-
gency packet arrives at the BS.

Once an assured corridor is established, following emergency packets propa-
gate through the corridor which consists of awake nodes forwarding emergency
packets and surrounding silent nodes. The rest of the nodes in the WSN are not
aware of the emergency and they remain in their normal operation.

These mechanisms imply that the reliability and latency of transmission of
emergency packets are improved at sacrifice of the lower delivery ratio and larger
transmission delay of non-urgent information and the depletion of a battery of
awake nodes. Although low energy consumption is one of the most important
requirements in WSNs, we should not sacrifice the reliability and latency of trans-
mission of emergency packets for the energy efficiency. Therefore, we do not pay
much attention to energy efficiency in ACM. We believe that such a design policy
is acceptable, because it is reasonable to assume that emergency events rarely hap-
pen. The lifetime of a WSN depends on energy efficiency not in urgent conditions
but in normal operation. If allowed we can introduce a sleep schedule to nodes in
a corridor, but it is left as one of our future works.

Detailed description of the four states of a node in ACM is given in the follow-
ing.

NORMAL As long as there is no emergency event, a WSN operates as usual and
nodes are in theNORMALstate. They periodically wake up, receive and
transmit a data packet, and go back to sleep at regular intervals oftnorm.

EMG SEND When a node detects an emergency event,e.g., a fire, it enters the
EMG SENDstate. It broadcasts emergency packets with the emergency flag
at shorter intervals oftcri or timp depending on the traffic class of the sensor
data. Every emergency packet sent is given a unique sequence number at the
source node.

EMG FORWARD A node which receives an emergency packet for the first time
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from its preceding nodes moves into theEMG FORWARDstate. A preced-
ing node is a node for which the node is responsible in forwarding a packet
toward the BS. For example, if the WSN adopts tree topology whose root
is the BS, a preceding node is a child node. On receiving the emergency
packet, a node first suspends its sleep schedule. Then, it sends the received
emergency packet to the designated next-hop node on the path to the BS,
after waiting for the activation of the next-hop node if it is in the sleep mode.
The next-hop node also keeps awake once it receives the emergency packet.
Therefore, following emergency packets sent after the first emergency packet
by the source node are immediately relayed byEMG FORWARDnodes to-
ward the BS.

SUPPRESSEDA node which receives an emergency packet from a neighboring
node which is not its preceding node moves into theSUPPRESSEDstate. A
node in this state should suppress transmitting some or all of normal packets.

We assume that a monitoring station or control center receives the urgent in-
formation through the BS. Then, an acknowledgment is sent back to the BS and
it is forwarded to the source node of the emergency packets. On receiving the ac-
knowledgement, theEMG SENDnode returns back to theNORMALstate. On the
other hand,EMG FORWARDandSUPPRESSEDare “soft states.” Entering these
states, a node starts a timer. When the timer expires, it returns to theNORMAL
state. The timer is restarted every time when a node receives an emergency packet.
A typical length of the timer is the interval of data gathering in theNORMALstate,
i.e., tnorm, since emergency packets are sent more frequent than normal packets to
inform a control center of up-to-date emergency condition.

Note that an assured corridor is established while the first emergency packet
is being forwarded to the BS. Therefore, the transmission delay of the first emer-
gency packet, in other words, the time needed to establish a corridor, depends on
the sleep schedule of the data gathering scheme used for normal operation. After
a corridor is established, following emergency packets are forwarded immediately
by EMG FORWARDnodes, which keep awake, thus the delay is minimal and in-
dependent of the sleep schedule.

3.2.2 Retransmission

In order to recover a lost emergency packet and provide differentiated services, we
introduce a prioritized scheduling algorithm of hop-by-hop retransmissions, which
can be incorporated with most retransmission mechanisms in either MAC layer or
network layer, such that in [38].

A node retransmits an emergency packet when it detects a loss. The hop-by-
hop acknowledgement can be easily done by, for example, overhearing a packet
sent by a next-hop node. If the overheard packet does not contain the information
that the node sent, the packet is considered to be lost.
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Figure 3.4: An example of retransmission schedule of emergency packets.

The first retransmission is scheduled after a random backoff. To prioritize re-
transmission of a critical packet, the backoff timer for a critical packet is set shorter
than that for an important packet. For example, in Fig. 3.4, the backoff for a critical
packet ranges from 0.1 to 0.2 seconds after the first emission and that for an impor-
tant packet is from 0.25 to 0.3 seconds. If the first retransmission fails, one or more
trials are conducted by applying doubled backoff,i.e., a binary backoff scheme,
until retransmission succeeds or the time when a next-hop node in theNORMAL
state goes to sleep. An emergency packet is discarded at a node when it receives the
next emergency packet originating at the same source node. This is because that
sensor data in the waiting packet is obsoleted by the new data. It is also possible to
merge them and generate a new emergency packet depending on an application’s
requirements.

3.2.3 Priority queueing

Each node has a priority queue for emergency packets, with which important pack-
ets are served only when there is no critical packet queued. This means that fast
transmission of critical packets is accomplished at the sacrifice of longer transmis-
sion delay of important packets. Transmission of normal packets at a node in either
theEMG SENDor EMG FORWARDstate is delayed until the node moves to the
NORMALstate.

3.2.4 Rate control by local congestion detection

To mitigate congestion as fast as possible by local control, we introduce a rate con-
trol mechanism which is triggered by detection of local congestion. In order to
keep the reporting rate of critical information, the rate control is applied only to
important class traffic. When a source node of important packets detects conges-
tion by, for example, not receiving any acknowledgement from any of its next-hop
nodes, it considers that local congestion is occurring and increases the emission
interval of important packets. Congestion detection can be done by other methods,
including observation of queue occupancy and channel sampling [25, 26].

As a rate control algorithm, we employ a TCP-like AIMD (Additive Increase
and Multiplicative Decrease) algorithm, such as that in [39], for its simplicity.
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Figure 3.5: The rate control with backpressure.

When anEMG SENDnode confirms delivery of an important packet to its next-
hop node, its emission rate is increased by decreasing the emission intervaltimp

as
timp ← timp

1 + αtimp
, (3.1)

whereα (α > 0) is a constant. The upper bound of the emission rate is determined
by the application. When a node detects congestion, its emission rate of important
packets is decreased by multiplying the parameterβ (0 < β < 1), which further
corresponds to the following adjustment,

timp ← timp/β. (3.2)

3.2.5 Rate control by backpressure

In an event of a larger emergency such as an earthquake, even if emission of normal
packets is suppressed and source nodes of important packets regulate their emission
rate, congestion cannot be fully avoided around a node belonging to multiple paths
and around the BS, where many emergency packets concentrate on. One possible
way to avoid congestion is to drop some of the important packets at nodes one-
hop-closer to the source node. However, it is only a waste of wireless bandwidth
to transmit important packets which will be dropped eventually. Thus, we take
another approach, which regulates the emission rate of important packets at the
source node by giving a feedback from nodes detecting congestion.

To suppress emission of important packets at their source nodes, a backpressure
message is sent back to source nodes from a point of congestion by piggybacking
on emergency packets (Fig. 3.5). When a node detects congestion, it sets an ex-
plicit congestion notification (ECN) bit in the header of important packets which
it relays toward the BS. By overhearing the packet, a one-hop-closer node to the
source recognizes that congestion occurs in the path to the BS. Then, it also sets
an ECN bit of the next important packet. Consequently, a congestion notification
propagates to the source node. On receiving the notification, the source node re-
duces the emission rate of important packets, and the congestion is mitigated. The
node which detected the congestion relays important packets without ECN bit once
it confirms the mitigation.
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Figure 3.6: The contribution of each mechanism (small scale event).

Figure 3.7: The contribution of each mechanism (large scale event).

The propagation of backpressure can be slow. Assuming that the interval of
emission of important packets istimp and congestion is detected at an-hops dis-
tant node from the source node, the estimated propagation delay istimp(n − 1).
However, the backpressure scheme does not involve any additional signaling mech-
anisms and the only information a node has to retain is whether the last important
packet received from a one-hop closer node to the BS has the ECN bit on or not.
Thus, the backpressure incurs minimal overhead. In addition, the delay can be
shorten with a shorter intervaltimp. It means that the more frequent the emission
of important packets is, the shorter the delay is. In other words, the more harmful
important class traffic is, the faster the control works.

The emission rate of important packets is regulated by the same AIMD algo-
rithm as in the rate control by local congestion detection. When there are multiple
paths from the source node to the congested node, the source node would be noti-
fied about the congestion several times for one important packet. To avoid exces-
sively reacting to the congestion, only one notification during the intervaltimp is
taken into account for rate reduction.

3.3 Example Scenarios

Now, let us consider some example scenarios. For a small scale event, a gas leakage
warning for example, only one or a few nodes would detect it. Among five mecha-
nisms described in the previous section, the priority queueing is not effective since
all emergency packets are likely to belong to one class. In addition, the rate control
of important class traffic by local congestion detection does not help much, since
the number of nodes emitting important packets is small and thus the possibility
of congestion is expected to be small. If multiple paths are established from the
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source node to the BS, collisions may occur among emergency packets traversing
different paths. In such a case, the rate control by backpressure is activated. ACM
is the most effective among the five, because loss of emergency packets would be
mainly caused by collisions with normal packets. In addition, the retransmission is
necessary, since an emergency packet is not protected from normal packets until an
assured corridor is established. Figure 3.6 is an intuitive sketch to show how much
each mechanism contributes to the fast and reliable transmission of emergency
packets in a small scale event. As an assured corridor is gradually established as
emergency packets are forwarded to the BS, the contribution of ACM becomes
larger.

On the other hand, in the event of a large scale emergency such as an earth-
quake, many nodes detect the emergency and emit a variety of sensor information.
Figure 3.7 illustrates the degree of contribution of the mechanisms for the case
of a large scale event. Since most of the nodes are involved in transmission of
emergency packets as source nodes in theEMG SENDstate or forwarding nodes
in theEMG FORWARDstate, an assured corridor to suppress the emission of nor-
mal packets does not help much. On the contrary, mechanisms to mitigate con-
gestion within a corridor are effective. The priority queueing mechanism offers
differentiated forwarding services to emergency packets in accordance with their
class. Rate control is first applied locally at a source node to mitigate local conges-
tion among neighboring source nodes. Furthermore, congestion among emergency
packets traversing different paths is solved by the backpressure mechanism.

All of these reactions against different types of emergencies emerge as a conse-
quence of the autonomous and simple behavior of nodes, which is determined only
by their states and emergency packets received from neighbors. Thus UMIUSI is a
self-organizing and distributed protocol. There is neither a mechanism to identify
the type and scale of an emergency nor an explicit rule to choose and coordinate
mechanisms.

3.4 Simulation Model

We implemented UMIUSI on the ns-2 network simulator package for performance
evaluation. The simulation experiments are conducted in three stages. First, we
clarify basic behavior of ACM with a tree-based and broadcast-based network. The
performance of UMIUSI is then evaluated. Finally, we compare the performance
of UMIUSI with that of another service differentiation protocol. In the simulation
experiments, 200 (referred as low density) or 500 (high density) nodes are uni-
formly and randomly distributed in a 20 m× 20 m two-dimensional region with a
BS at its center. IEEE 802.15.4 [40] non-beacon mode is used as the MAC protocol
and the transmission range of radio signals is set to 2.5 m.

We employ a general broadcast-based or tree-based routing protocol for the
underlying network layer. In both routing protocols, we assume that each node
knows its own hop distance from the BS. In the broadcast-based routing, a packet
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Figure 3.8: The transmission sequences in normal operation.

contains the sensor data and the hop distance of the sender. A node forwards a
packet, if the hop distance of the sender is larger than that of itself. Otherwise, it
simply drops the packet. Since a packet can be received and forwarded by multiple
nodes in the sender’s vicinity, the broadcast-based routing can be categorized into
multipath routing protocols without explicit path establishment. An example of
such a routing protocol is the synchronization-based data gathering scheme [41].
In the tree-based routing, every node chooses a next-hop node among neighbors
which are closer to the BS by one hop, based on the received signal strength. This
is equivalent to choosing the nearest one-hop-closer node in the simulation experi-
ments.

The schedule of transmission is shown in Fig. 3.8 for normal operation. In
theNORMALstate, a node sends packets at regular intervals oftnorm. The instant
that a node atn hops from the BS sends a packet is earlier than the instant that an
(n − 1)-hop node sends a packet byδtnorm. It means that it takes(n − 1)δtnorm

for sensor data ofn-hop node to reach the BS. Here,δ is a coefficient which
governs the interval of packet emission between nodes of adjacent hops. Based
on the sleep schedule, ann-hop node wakes up atδtnorm before the timing of its
packet emission to receive packets from preceding(n+1)-hop nodes. It aggregates
the received data with its own sensor data and then it sends the packet at the time
when(n − 1)-hop nodes wake up. Once it overhears the packet of an(n − 1)-
hop node atδtnorm after the emission, it goes to sleep. The detailed discussion on
applying ACM to the synchronization-based data gathering scheme is presented in
Appendix A.

In our simulation experiments,tnorm andδ are set at 10 seconds and 0.1. Be-
fore sending a packet, the random backoff of 10 ms at maximum is applied in the
network layer to ease the collision situation. The size of sensor information is
6 bytes. Since we do not assume data fusion,N sensor information amounts to6N
bytes. The maximum size of the payload of a packet is limited to 78 bytes due to
the limitation of IEEE 802.15.4 and sensor information exceeding this limitation is
discarded.

We also implemented a stochastic forwarding scheme for comparison purposes.
One example of such scheme is Adaptive Forwarding Scheme (AFS) proposed in
[42]. In this scheme, a node which receives a packet decides whether it forwards
or drops the received packet according to a probability. If the forwarding proba-
bility is equal to one, a node forwards all packets. The forwarding probability can
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Figure 3.9: An “assured corridor” in the broadcast-based network.

be greater than one, which means that a node stochastically retransmits a packet
in addition to its first emission. In our simulation experiments, onlyEMG SEND
andEMG FORWARDnodes follow this scheme to improve the reliability of the
transmission of emergency packets. Although the forwarding probability is dy-
namically updated by feedback from the BS in AFS, we used a fixed probability.
For fair comparisons, we conducted a number of simulation experiments with dif-
ferent static forwarding probabilities to find the values which offered the almost
same delivery ratio as UMIUSI did. The suppression of normal packets, priority
queueing, and rate control mechanisms adopted in UMIUSI are not applied in the
experiments of AFS.

3.5 Results and Discussion

In this section, some results of simulation experiments are presented. Note that
emergency packets sent before an assured corridor is established are not taken into
these results, because the loss rate and delay of these packets depend largely on the
underlying routing algorithm or data gathering scheme.

3.5.1 Evaluation of ACM

For the evaluation of ACM, the low density scenarios with the tree-based and
broadcast-based routing are adopted. Each simulation experiment lasts for 500 sec-
onds including 300 seconds for initialization without any emergency. After that,
each of randomly chosen 1, 2, 4 or 8 nodes moves to theEMG SENDstate at
randomly chosen time in following 10 seconds. They begin sending emergency
packets at the rate of 2 packets/s,i.e., tcri = 0.5 seconds. Each of them goes back
to theNORMALstate at 180 seconds after it moves to theEMG SENDstate. The
same experiment is repeated for 100 times with different node layouts. Fig. 3.9
shows a snapshot in one of the simulation experiments with oneEMG SENDnode.
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Figure 3.10: The loss rate of emergency packets in (a) a tree-based network and
(b) a broadcast-based network with oneEMG SENDnode.
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Figure 3.11: The delay of emergency packets in (a) a tree-based network and (b) a
broadcast-based network with oneEMG SENDnode.

For comparison purposes, we considered three variants of the mechanism. One
is called as KA (keep awake), in which only theEMG SENDandEMG FORWARD
states are applied and no suppression of normal packets is conducted. Another is
called ACM, in which an assured corridor is established by suppressing emission
of normal packets, but lost packets are not recovered by retransmission. The other
is called ACM+RT, in which retransmission is applied in addition.

Loss rate of emergency packets

First, we consider the case of oneEMG SENDnode. The loss rate of emergency
packets against simulation time is shown in Fig. 3.10. The loss rate is defined as
the ratio of the number of emergency packets not received by the BS to the number
of those sent from the source node after a corridor is completely established.

In the tree-based network without suppression (KA in Fig. 3.10(a)), about 2 %
of emergency packets are lost due to collision with normal packets. By keeping sur-
rounding nodes quiet (ACM), the loss rate becomes almost zero. In the broadcast-
base network (Fig. 3.10(b)), the loss rate with KA is larger than in the tree-based
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network, since there occur additional collisions among emergency packets travers-
ing multiple paths. On the other hand, with ACM, although the initial value is the
same as that of KA, the loss rate drops gradually in about 20 seconds. The reason
why the loss rate does not become zero is that suppressing transmission of normal
packets can not prevent collisions among emergency packets in a corridor. With
retransmission,i.e., ACM+RT, no packet loss occurs. However, the total number
of emergency packets thatEMG SENDandEMG FORWARDnodes send includ-
ing retransmission is larger than that of ACM by 15 % and this increase leads to
additional energy expenditure.

Delay of emergency packets

As for the end-to-end delay (Fig. 3.11), which is defined as the time taken for an
emergency packet emitted by a source node to arrive at the BS, we can observe that
the delay of ACM is a little smaller than that of KA. In ACM, since surrounding
nodes are quiet, the number of backoff due to contention in the MAC layer is
smaller than in KA [43].

The delay of ACM+RT becomes larger than the others for retransmission in
the broadcast-based network as shown in Fig. 3.11(b). However, in the tree-based
network (Fig. 3.11(a)), such drawback is not observed. As we saw in Fig. 3.10(a),
the suppression is highly effective in the tree-based network, which means that
there is little need of retransmission. On the contrary, in the broadcast-based net-
work, there are collisions among emergency packets which incur retransmission.
Retransmission is conducted in only 0.4 % cases of packet transmission in the tree-
based network, while 11 % in the broadcast-based network.

Comparing Fig. 3.11(a) and Fig. 3.11(b), we can see that the delay of KA and
ACM is larger in the tree-based network than in the broadcast-based network. The
reason is that a random backoff is applied before packet emission in the network
layer in the experiments. The BS in the broadcast-based network receives multiple
emergency packets with the same sequence number which traverse different paths.
Among them, the first packet which arrives at the BS is taken into account in the
delay. On the other hand, in the tree-based network, there is only one path for an
EMG SENDnode. Thus the delay in the tree-based network becomes larger than
in the broadcast-based network.

Multiple emergency nodes

Next we consider cases where multiple nodes detect an emergency event and move
to the EMG SENDstate at the same time. The loss rate of emergency packets
are plotted against the number ofEMG SENDnodes in Fig. 3.12. The more the
number ofEMG SENDnodes is, the more frequently collisions occur. More than
25 % of emergency packets are lost in the cases of eightEMG SENDnodes without
retransmission. This is because that emergency packets originated from different
source nodes collide with each other in the same or merged assured corridor.
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Figure 3.12: The loss rate of emergency packets in (a) a tree-based network and
(b) a broadcast-based network with multipleEMG SENDnodes.
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Figure 3.13: The delay of emergency packets in (a) a tree-based network and (b) a
broadcast-based network with multipleEMG SENDnodes.

In comparing results of KA and ACM, the effect of suppression of normal pack-
ets in reduction of loss rate becomes slightly smaller as the number ofEMG SEND
nodes increases in both the tree-based and broadcast-based networks. With the
help of retransmission, in ACM+RT, the loss rate is less than 0.3 % and 0.4 %
with eightEMG SENDnodes in the tree-based and the broadcast-based networks
respectively.

Fig. 3.13 shows the delay of emergency packets against the number of
EMG SENDnodes. For KA and ACM, results are close since most of nodes are in
EMG SENDor EMG FORWARDstates and suppression of normal packets is not
effective. In addition, the delay slightly decreases as the number ofEMG SEND
nodes increases in both the tree-based and broadcast-based networks. The reason
for this can be explained as follows. In calculating the delay, we take into account
only emergency packets that successfully arrive at the BS. Therefore, there is a bias
in favor of emergency packets emitted byEMG SENDnodes closer to the BS than
those of distantEMG SENDnodes, for their less loss rate. For supporting this, the
per-hop delay of KA and ACM, which is not shown because of space limitations,
slightly increases as the number ofEMG SENDnodes becomes larger due to con-
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Figure 3.14: The total throughput of emergency packets with (a) 200 nodes and (b)
500 nodes (large scale event).

tention in the MAC layer among moreEMG SENDandEMG FORWARDnodes.
On the contrary, the delay of ACM+RT increases with the number ofEMG SEND
nodes reflecting more frequent retransmission due to collisions among emergency
packets within a corridor.

In concluding the above results, we can say that suppression of normal pack-
ets contributes reduction of the loss of emergency packets. With retransmission,
most of emergency packets from a source node can reach the BS at the probability
of higher than about 99.6 %. However, it is accomplished at the sacrifice of the
increased delay, which is proportional to the number ofEMG SENDnodes, for
contention among emergency packets.

3.5.2 Evaluation of UMIUSI

In order to evaluate the effect of mechanisms comprising UMIUSI, we compared
five combinations of the mechanisms. In addition to the three variants of the pre-
vious subsection, the experiments of ACM+RT+PQ (priority queueing), in which
the priority queueing is additionally applied, and FULL, which employs all of the
mechanisms described in Section 3.2 including the rate control mechanisms, are
conducted. The broadcast-based routing is employed for these experiments.

For the experiments of a small scale event with oneEMG SENDnode, pri-
ority queueing and rate control have no effects, since there is no important class
traffic. Thus the results of ACM+RT+PQ and FULL are the same as those of
ACM+RT. The results of three variants, KA, ACM, and ACM+RT have been
shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11.

We conducted another series of 100 simulation experiments with 32 emergency
nodes, where four are of the critical class and the others are of the important class.
After 300 seconds of initialization, each of the 32 nodes moves to theEMG SEND
state at a randomly chosen time within the following 10 seconds. Each of them
stays in theEMG SENDstate for 180 seconds and then returns to theNORMAL
state. The initial emission interval of important packetstimp is set at 0.5 seconds
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Figure 3.15: The loss rate of emergency packets with (a) 200 nodes and (b) 500
nodes (large scale event). The legends in (b) are the same as in (a).

and the emission interval of critical packetstcri is fixed at 0.5 seconds. For the
AIMD rate control, the parameterα in Eq.(3.1) is 0.05 andβ in Eq.(3.2) is 0.5
taken from [39].

Throughput

The total throughput of the critical and important class averaged over 100 experi-
ments is illustrated in Fig. 3.14. Here the total throughput is defined as the number
of emergency packets per second received by the BS. It seems that there is no
difference between the throughput of the critical class with and without the rate
control. This is because the total traffic of the critical class is 8 packets/s and, as
shown later, the loss rate of critical packets is as low as around 2 % even without
the rate control. Similarly, little difference was observed between the throughput
of ACM+RT and that of ACM+RT+PQ for both traffic classes, thus the results of
ACM+RT are not shown in the figure.

In FULL of the low density scenario (Fig. 3.14(a)), the total throughput of the
important class decreases to 3.8 packets/s while that in ACM+RT+PQ is 49 pack-
ets/s. In the high density scenario (Fig. 3.14(b)), the total throughput of the impor-
tant class in FULL is about 80 % of that in the low density scenario reflecting the
smaller sending rate due to more frequent collisions.

Loss rate

In a large scale event, a lot of nodes transmit urgent information at the same time.
Here, there are two factors which affect the reliability of transmission; collision
and buffer overflow. A lot of emergency packets generated at the same time can
cause buffer overflow atEMG FORWARDnodes, which leads to a bursty loss of
important packets. Buffer overflow does not matter for the critical class, because
the number of critical class nodes is limited at deployment as stated in Section 3.2.

By comparing KA and ACM on the loss rate shown in Fig. 3.15, it can be
seen that suppression of normal packets has little effect, since most of collisions
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occur among emergency packets. The scheduled retransmission makes the loss
rate of the critical class lower than that of the important class in ACM+RT of both
low and high density scenarios. The rate control further reduces the loss rate of
critical packets. Note that these observations support our discussion in Section 3.3
referring Fig. 3.7.

By the rate control, the loss rate of important packets also decreases in both
scenarios. Since the emission interval of important packets is increased by the rate
control, a node has more time to retransmit lost packets. For example, in the low
density scenario, the total emission rate of 3.8 packets/s means that the averaged
emission interval of important packets at a source node is 7.4 seconds. The interval
is long enough for anEMG FORWARDnode to retransmit a packet four times,
following the schedule shown in Fig. 3.4. On the other hand, without the rate
control, anEMG FORWARDnode can retransmit a packet only once.

On the contrary, losses of critical class packets due to collisions can not be fully
recovered by retransmission. Since UMIUSI does not regulate the emission rate,
or the emission intervals, of the critical class, a critical class packet has a fewer
number of retransmissions than an important class packet. The decrease of the
loss rate of the critical class in FULL is mainly for less collisions with important
packets. With the help of the rate control mechanisms, the loss rate of the critical
class is reduced to about 0.25 % from around 2 % (ACM+RT+PQ) in the low
density scenario shown in Fig. 3.15(a). Considering this together with the results
of Fig. 3.14(a), we can say that we sacrifice 92 % of the throughput of the important
class in order to make the loss rate of the critical class one-eighth.

Figure 3.15(b) shows the loss rate in the high density scenario. The high density
leads to more frequent collisions. However, at the same time, the possibility of
buffer overflow decreases. A packet emitted by a node would be received at any
one of several next-hop nodes. On receiving an acknowledgement, the node can
discard the packet and the buffer occupancy decreases. This is the reason why the
loss late of the important class in FULL is much lower in the high density scenario
than in the low density scenario while they are almost the same without the rate
control. On the other hand, the negative effect of increased collisions affects the
critical class in the high density scenario, since there is no overflow in both of the
low and high density scenarios.

Delay

Figure 3.16 shows the delay of emergency packets in a large event. First, the
suppression of normal packets does not help since the number ofNORMALnodes
is small. Next, the scheduled retransmission increases the delay of both classes,
but offers the differentiated service. The priority queueing has little effect in our
simulation experiments. It is expected to contribute more under a scenario with
bursty important class traffic such as image or sound. The rate control mechanisms
decrease the delay of the critical class traffic to about 70 ms. The reason for the
large variation of FULL is that some packets occasionally experienced delay of
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Figure 3.16: The delay of emergency packets with (a) 200 nodes and (b) 500 nodes
(large scale event). The legends are the same as in Fig. 3.15(a).
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Figure 3.17: The expanding emergency scenario.

more than 10 seconds for the long emission interval.

3.5.3 Expanding emergency

In order to evaluate UMIUSI in a transient situation, we consider another scenario
of an event whose scale is initially small, but develops to be larger one as time
passes, such as a fire. The number of source nodes of emergency packets in this
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 3.17. One critical class node first detects an event at
t = 300 seconds. Three important class nodes detect the event att = 360 seconds,
and after that, some of other nodes become source nodes of emergency packets
in addition att = 540 and 660 seconds. They go back to theNORMALstate at
t = 780 seconds. The low density layout is employed.

The total throughput of emergency packets is shown in Fig. 3.18(a). We ob-
serve that the total throughput of the critical class is retained at 2 packets/s per
node, regardless of the number of source nodes of the important class. The delay
of critical packets (Fig. 3.18(b)) is also maintained relatively constant throughout
this scenario. The loss rates of critical and important packets are 0.3 % and 0.07 %
respectively. We can see that UMIUSI keeps the loss rate and delay of critical
packets relatively low while the emergency is dynamically expanding.
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Figure 3.18: The (a) total throughput and (b) delay of emergency packets in the
spreading event scenario.

3.5.4 UMIUSI and stochastic forwarding

To compare the performance of UMIUSI with that of the stochastic forwarding, the
number of emergency packets needed to deliver one emergency packet to the BS,
which is calculated by dividing the total number of packet emission atEMG SEND
and EMG FORWARDnodes by the number of emergency packets successfully
delivered to the BS, is shown in Fig. 3.19 as well as the loss rate.

The stochastic forwarding scheme with the forwarding probability of one, de-
noted as SF(1.0), is equivalent to KA. In the low density scenario, by increasing
the forwarding probability to 1.35, denoted as SF(1.35), the stochastic forwarding
scheme can attain the same level of reliable transmission of emergency packets
as ACM. However, it involves more packets than ACM by 33 %. Furthermore,
SF(2.0) puts more load on a WSN than ACM+RT by 84 % to avoid the loss of
emergency packets. The delay of emergency packets in SF(1.35) is larger than
ACM and comparable to ACM+RT, and the delay in SF(2.0) is about 7 % larger
than ACM+RT (not shown in the figure). Similar results are obtained in the high
density scenario.

For a large scale event with 32EMG SENDnodes, the loss rate of emergency
packets in FULL is 0.6 % and 0.1 % for the critical and important class respectively
in the high density scenario. However, the loss rate of the stochastic forwarding
is at its minimum of 13.9 % with the forwarding probability of 2.1, and it can
not offer the same level of reliability as UMIUSI does. Increasing the forwarding
probability merely results in heavier congestion, and decreasing it also leads to
larger loss rate due to less chance of retransmission. This result supports our claim
that a single comprehensive mechanism can not adapt to the variation of the scale
of an event.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.19: The total number of packet emission and the loss rate with (a) 200
nodes and (b) 500 nodes (small scale event).

Table 3.1: The power consumption of nodes during 10 minutes. (mAh)

State Node 1 Node 2 Node 3
NORMAL 8.786 8.814 8.759
EMG FORWARD 8.795 8.834 8.778
EMG SEND 8.795 8.836 8.779
SUPPRESSED 8.804 8.849 8.783

3.6 Practical Experiments

Following the simulation experiments, we implemented UMIUSI onto off-the-shelf
sensor nodes provided by OKI Electric Industries Co., Ltd. to conduct practical
experiments using two testbeds. Testbed A consisted of 26 nodes including a BS
which were put in a 10 m× 6 m room. In Testbed B, 47 nodes were deployed over
a floor of a building for feasibility demonstration.

In the experiments, IEEE 802.15.4 non-beacon mode was employed for the
MAC layer. The payload size of an emergency packets was 16 bytes including
packet header with a class identifier, dummy sensor data, and a time stamp. For
the network layer, we adopted the synchronization-based data gathering scheme
[44] modified to ignore uni-directional links. It employs a tree-based routing, and
timing of packet emission is the same among nodes of the same hop distance from
the BS. In a normal state, all nodes adopt a sleep schedule. Nodes on the same
hop distance wake up at the same time and receive packets from one-hop distant
node. Then, they send packets to next-hop nodes. Finally, after overhearing packets
emitted by the next-hop nodes, they go back to a sleep mode. In the experiments,
we set the interval of normal packet emissiontnorm at 10 seconds, and the offset
between emissions of adjacent nodes at 1 second. Routes from nodes to the BS
dynamically changed for variations in radio environment.

For evaluation of transmission of emergency packets, we made one (small
scale event) or eight (large scale event) nodes detect an event and moved to the
EMG SENDstate. Each of them was scheduled to emit emergency packets at an
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.20: (a) A schematic view and (b) a photograph of Testbed A.

interval of 0.5 seconds, but the actual interval was about 0.58 seconds due to im-
plementation constraints. Source nodes went back to normal operation with the
sleep schedule 10 minutes later.

Table 3.1 summarises the amounts of power consumed by randomly chosen
three nodes in 10 minutes for each of the four states of ACM in a small scale
event on Testbed A. It was measured by a digital power meter (Yokogawa Elec-
tric WT210) attached to the DC input of a node. We find that the difference in
power consumption among four states is relatively small compared to the con-
sumed power. Therefore the active-to-sleep ratio in normal operation would de-
termine the lifetime of a node. A node adopts three AAA alkaline cells with se-
rial connection. One cell has the capacity of about 1 Ah. Thus, if we apply a
sleep schedule of the active-to-sleep ratio of 1/600,e.g., being active for one sec-
ond in ten minutes, the lifetime of a node can be estimated as 11,400 hours (=
1.30 years). Once an emergency occurs and a node stays in either ofEMG SEND,
EMG FORWARDor SUPPRESSEDstates for 3 minutes for example, it shortens
the lifetime of a node by 30 hours. Developing a sleep schedule for these states is
one of our future works.

3.6.1 Fundamental experiments

In Testbed A, 25 sensor nodes were arranged in a 5×5 grid topology with separa-
tion of 1 m (Fig. 3.20). A BS was put beside the grid with 1 m separation. The
transmission power was set to−27 dBm. The average delivery ratio of normal
packets over 10 hours experiments was around 80 %.

In order to evaluate the effect of mechanisms comprising UMIUSI, we com-
pared five variants of combination of the mechanisms as well as in the simula-
tion experiments. For the variants with retransmission, the first retransmission
was scheduled at 0.1 seconds after the first transmission for the critical class and
0.2 seconds for the important class, respectively. A binary backoff scheme was ap-
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Figure 3.21: The per-hop loss rate of emergency packets (small scale event).
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Figure 3.22: The per-hop delay of emergency packets (small scale event).

plied to following retransmissions. In FULL, local congestion detection was done
by monitoring packet reception rate at each node. When a node received more than
20 packets in recent 2 seconds, it considered that the wireless channel was highly
loaded. We observed that the number of packet losses rose up sharply when the
traffic exceeded this threshold in preliminary experiments. For the AIMD rate con-
trol, the parameters for multiplicative decrease and additive increase were the same
as in the simulation experiments.

Since the hop distance from a node to the BS dynamically changed during
the experiments, we employ the per-hop loss rate and per-hop delay as evaluation
metrics. Lettingn the hop distance from a source node to the BS andpk (k =
1, 2, · · · , n) the per-hop loss rate in transmission of emergency packets atk-th hop,
the loss ratePn observed at the BS is given by

Pn = 1−Qn = 1−
n∏

i=1

(1− pi)

whereQn is the delivery ratio observed at the BS. In the experiments, packet losses
were detected at the BS using a sequence number in the header of an emergency
packet to obtainPn. Then, assumingpk is identical for all hops(p1 = p2 = · · · =
pn = p), the per-hop loss ratep is defined as

p = 1− n
√

1− Pn = 1− n
√

Qn.
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Figure 3.23: The total throughput of emergency packets (large scale event).

The per-hop delayd is defined as

d = Dn/n,

whereDn is time taken from emission of an emergency packet at a source node to
reception of the packet at the BS. Note that, since only a clock on the hundred mil-
liseconds scale was provided for the application layer, time error inDn observed
was 100 ms at maximum.

Small scale event

In the scenario of a small scale event, one critical class node became a source
node of critical packets and went back to normal operation 10 minutes later. We
conducted experiments twice for each of randomly chosen eight nodes.

Figure 3.21 shows the per-hop loss rate of emergency packets averaged over
the 16 experiments. In these experiments, suppression of normal packets became
effective immediately after a node began emitting critical packets, since the hop
distance to the BS was so small, 1.6 on average, that it did not take long to es-
tablish an assured corridor. With retransmission, the per-hop loss rate was further
improved to be less than 1 %.

However, retransmission led to increase of the per-hop delay (Fig. 3.22). Even
if collision was mostly avoided by the suppression, packet losses frequently oc-
curred (see ACM in Fig. 3.21) due to random channel errors. Therefore, a number
of retransmissions were needed to recover those lost packets, which resulted in
increase of the delay.

Large scale event

For the experiments of a large scale event, we considered eight sets of seven impor-
tant class nodes and one critical class node. These eight nodes were moved to the
EMG SENDstate in about 10 seconds and went back to theNORMALstate about
10 minutes later. We conducted experiments twice for each of the eight sets.
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Figure 3.24: The per-hop loss rate of emergency packets (large scale event).
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Figure 3.25: The per-hop delay of emergency packets (large scale event).

First, the total throughput of the critical and important class averaged over the
experiments is illustrated in Fig 3.23. Little difference was observed between the
total throughput of ACM+RT and that of ACM+RT+PQ for both classes, thus re-
sults of ACM+RT are not shown in Fig. 3.23. With the rate control mechanisms, we
can see that the total throughput of the important class decreased around 1.5 pack-
ets/s in 30 seconds while that without the rate control in ACM+RT+PQ was kept
high at 11.5 packets/s.

The per-hop loss rate of emergency packets is illustrated in Fig. 3.24. Suppres-
sion of normal packets had little effect on reliability in a large scale event as can be
seen in comparison between KA and ACM. Adding the priority queueing mecha-
nism to ACM+RT was also not much helpful in this experiment settings, because
paths of important and critical class traffic seldom overlapped with each other. In
FULL, the per-hop loss rate of the critical class gradually decreased as the emis-
sion rate of important class was regulated by the rate control mechanisms. Since
an important class packet had more chances to be retransmitted than a critical class
packet due to the prolonged interval of emission by rate control, the per-hop loss
rate of the important class was smaller than that of the critical class.

Figure 3.25 shows the per-hop delay of emergency packets. In FULL, the per-
hop delay of the critical class gradually decreased in the first 30 seconds as the
important class traffic was regulated by the rate control mechanisms. The emission
interval of important class packets was prolonged by the rate control mechanisms,
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Figure 3.26: A small scale event in Testbed B.

thus waiting time to be retransmitted at anEMG FORWARDnode could be as long
as a few seconds. Such occasional large delay caused the large variation in the
per-hop delay of the important class in FULL.

3.6.2 Feasibility demonstration

The purpose of the experiments in Testbed B is to verify feasibility of UMIUSI in
practical settings. In Testbed B, 46 sensor nodes and a BS were deployed on a floor
of several rooms and a hallway in a concrete building, as illustrated in Fig. 3.26.
All of the five mechanisms of UMIUSI (FULL) were used, and parameters were
the same as in Testbed A other than the transmission power of−7 dBm.

Small scale event

Figure 3.26 shows a snapshot where Node 34 detected an emergency. Node 34
reached the BS via Node 2 by a path established by the synchronization-based data
gathering scheme. Therefore, Node 2 was in theEMG FORWARDstate. Nodes
indicated by dark circles could hear radio signals of Nodes 2 and 34 and moved
to theSUPPRESSEDstate. Due to shadowing and fading, the geographical prox-
imity does not necessarily correspond to neighbor relation. The average per-hop
loss rate over eight experiments setting Nodes 4, 7, 16, 25, 30, 34, 41, and 46 an
EMG SENDnode was 0.37%. The average hop distance to the BS was 2.75.
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Figure 3.27: The total throughput of emergency packets in Testbed B.

Figure 3.28: A snapshot in the large scale event in Testbed B (t = 400 s).

Large scale event

Next we considered a scenario where a small scale emergency grew to become
large, such as a fire. In this scenario, Node 33 first detected an event, moved to
theEMG SENDstate, and began sending important packets at timet = 0. At t =
80 seconds, Node 4 of the critical class next detected the event, followed by Nodes
22 and 36 att = 240 seconds and Nodes 6, 13, 20, and 31 att = 340 seconds.
These six nodes were of the important class.

When Nodes 4 and 33 were in theEMG SENDstate, emergency packets were
directly transmitted to the BS. As shown in Fig. 3.27, the average throughput was
about 1.7 packets/s for both nodes. After Nodes 22 and 36 detected the event at
t = 240 seconds, local congestion was detected and the threeEMG SENDnodes
of the important class,i.e., Nodes 33, 22, and 36, reduced the emission rate in order
to mitigate congestion. The total throughput of the important class was controlled
around 2.3 packets/s. Att = 340 seconds, other four nodes newly began to emit
important packets and this caused congestion around Node 2. To reduce the impor-
tant class traffic at its source, Node 2 sent a backpressure to Node 20 (Fig. 3.28).
As a result, the total throughput of the important class was kept about the same
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level, and there was no loss of critical class packets throughout this ten minutes
experiment. The loss rate of important class packets was 0.6 %.

As shown in this experiment, traffic control developed from path-level to
network-level adapting to the growing scale of emergency without any centralized
control in UMIUSI.

3.7 Conclusion

Urgent sensor information is needed to be transmitted preferentially in a WSN used
as a social infrastructure. In this chapter, we presented a WSN control protocol for
fast and reliable transmission of urgent information. In this control protocol, Sen-
sor information is categorized into three traffic classes: normal, important, and
critical. In order to prioritize transmission of the critical class, five simple fully-
distributed mechanisms,i.e., assured corridor mechanism (ACM), retransmission,
priority queueing, rate control by local congestion detection, and rate control by
backpressure, working in different spatial and temporal levels are installed onto
each node and the collective control of these mechanisms offers preferential trans-
mission of urgent information adapting to the scale of emergency. In ACM, the path
of emergency packets is protected from collisions with normal packets by making
surrounding nodes refrain from sending normal packets. We verified through sim-
ulation and practical experiments that UMIUSI successfully improved the delivery
ratio and the delay of emergency packets regardless of the scale of emergency.
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Chapter 4

A Sensor Network Protocol for
Automatic Meter Reading

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, we focus our attention on a WSN deployed for automatic meter
reading (AMR) in a large-scale apartment building, in which there are hundreds
of apartments. In such a building, meters are attached to pipes and cables in each
apartment to monitor consumption of water, gas, electricity, and so on. A water,
gas, or electricity company hires and sends personnel to houses and buildings to
collect meter readings once a month in most cases.

In these days, those companies consider to adopt a WSN for meter reading,
since it is costly to hire many personnel to cover all houses and buildings of cus-
tomers and it becomes difficult for outsiders to enter modern apartment buildings
for security reasons. Such a WSN for automatic meter reading consists of meters
equipped with a radio transceiver operated on battery power supply and a gateway
server,i.e., BS, connected to a monitoring station of a company through a regional
wired or wireless network. Since a meter is usually stored in a meter box or pipe
shaft, radio signal is heavily disturbed and the range of transmission is relatively
small. Therefore, a WSN is sparse, where the average number of neighboring
nodes,i.e., nodes in the range of radio signals, is a few. Monthly meter reading
does not put too strict restriction on the delay requirement as far as meter reading
is collected from all meters in a building. In addition to usual metering, some of
latest meters are capable of detecting an abnormal event, such as gas leakage. On
the contrary to usual meter reading, such urgent information must be transmitted
to the BS immediately,e.g., within 10 seconds, once an abnormal event happens.

In this chapter, we consider a protocol for AMR, which can collect meter read-
ing from all meters at predetermined intervals,e.g., once a month, and transmit
urgent information from a meter to a BS within the specified delay bound,e.g.,
10 seconds. We assume that internal timers of nodes are synchronized by a certain
synchronization protocol, such as proposed in [45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. In addition, a
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WSN is maintained by a certain topology control protocol, together with a health
check mechanism conducted once a day, for example. Our focus is rather on sleep
and transmission scheduling for energy-efficient operation of a WSN. A low duty
cycle leads to the longer lifetime of a WSN, where nodes rarely wake up to send
and receive packets. However, since a node has to wait for the next-hop node to
wake up in order to send a packet, unorganized and unscheduled sleeping causes
unacceptable end-to-end delay for urgent information transmission. We aim to sat-
isfy both requirements of bounded end-to-end delay and low duty cycle.

In the rest of this chapter, we refer a parent or child node as a direct neighbor of
a node which is one hop closer or further to the BS than the node itself, respectively.
A next-hop node is one of parent nodes to which a node sends a packet and a
preceding node is one of child nodes from which a packet is received. The parent-
child relationship is determined by a routing or topology control protocol.

4.2 Detailed Description of Sensor Network Protocol for
Automatic Meter Reading (SNPAMR)

As mentioned above, making nodes sleep is one of the primary techniques to save
energy consumption, but it increases delay. Sleep scheduling is one possible way
to cope with this problem. By coordinating awake periods of nodes beforehand,
we can have a node send a packet without unnecessarily waiting for its next-hop
to become active. To detect an event and notify a BS of it, a node has to wake up
at least once per the delay bound, denoted asdmax hereafter. Then, all nodes on
the path from the detecting node to the BS must wake up at appropriate timing so
that the urgent information is relayed to the BS immediately. In most of TDMA-
based scheduling, the duration is divided into time slots and a slot is assigned to
each node. A node can occupy the wireless channel during the assigned slot and
send a packet without being disturbed by other nodes. This scheduling enables
efficient usage of the wireless channel, but it is inefficient from an energy point of
view. Since a next-hop node does not know which preceding node has a packet to
send, it must be awake and listen to the wireless channel in all of slots assigned
to its preceding nodes. In a WSN, such idle listening is the major drain of energy,
especially in an AMR where traffic is normally generated only once per day for
health check and once per month for meter reading.

Our approach to shorten this idle listening is to assign time slots not for send-
ing but for receiving. In our sensor network protocol for automatic meter reading
(SNPAMR), every node is active duringts at an interval ofdmax for possible packet
reception. The total numberN of slots is given by

N = dmax/ts. (4.1)

We define slotID0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 so that a smaller slotID corresponds to an earlier
slot in a cycle ofdmax. The durationts of a time slot is determined to be long
enough for MAC layer to deliver a packet to the next-hop including carrier sense,
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MAC level acknowledgement, and retransmissions. For example, its typical value
would be between 100 ms and 200 ms for IEEE 802.15.4 and smaller for IEEE
802.11. Ifts = 100 ms anddmax = 10 seconds, the duty cycle is 1/100. Even lower
duty cycle can be achieved by employing an energy-aware low duty MAC protocol
such as [8]. In SNPAMR, a further node from a BS is assigned an earlier slot with
a smaller slotID. As far as every node has a next-hop node which has a slot of a
larger slotID, a packet originating at any node can reach the BS withindmax.

The details of SNPAMR are as follows:

1. When nodei is newly deployed in a WSN, it tries to discover neighbor nodes
by a neighbor discovery protocol employed. We do not discuss the details in
this thesis.

2. When nodei discovers neighborj, nodej notifies nodei of its ID, level
lj , which corresponds to the hop distance from the BS, and slotIDkj . We
assume that the BS has a power supply and does not sleep. So that a level
1 node can choose slotID ranging from 0 to N-1, the BS declares slotID
N . The levellj of the BS is 0. Note that nodei may discover two or more
neighbors. Nodei stores the ID, level, and slotID of neighbors in its neighbor
table. Neighbors are listed in ascending order of the level as the first key and
the slotID as the second key (see Fig. 4.1). A time synchronization process
could be conducted in this stage.

3. After completing the neighbor discovery process, nodei determines, based
on the neighbor list, its own levelli and slotIDki by

li = l1 + 1, (4.2)

ki = f(k1), (4.3)

wherel1 andk1 are the level and slotID of the node at the top of the neigh-
bor list. f(k) is called the slot assignment function (SAF), which gives a
smaller value thank to assign an earlier time slot to nodei than its parent
nodes. The slotID is determined following the slot assignment probabil-
ity distribution function (SAPDF), which will be discussed later. Entries of
nodes with levelli + 1 and nodes with levelli and slotID equal or smaller
than the maximum among levelli − 1 nodes,i.e., parent nodes, are removed
from the neighbor table. After determining its levelli and slotIDki, nodei
sends these information to its neighbor nodes of the same level at their slots.
A neighbor node which receives this time slot notification adds an entry to
its neighbor table if slotID in the notification is greater than the maximum
among those of parent nodes.

4. Once nodei determines its time slot, it operates in accordance with a sleep
schedule. Nodei wakes up at slotIDki, keeps active forts to receive packets
from its preceding nodes, and goes back to sleep. If it receives a packet
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during this slot or it has a packet to send, it wakes up again at the next-
hop’s time slot,i.e, k1, and sends the packet. If it has both a packet of
meter reading and an event notification packet, the event notification packet
is sent first (priority queueing). We assume that an acknowledgement and
retransmission process is conducted in the MAC layer.

5. If nodei fails in transmitting a packet at the time slot assigned to the first
next-hop node, nodei tries sending the packet at slotIDk2 for the second
next-hop node in the neighbor list. If the transmission fails again, it tries
third one. It repeats this procedure until the transmission succeeds or fails at
the last next-hop node in the neighbor table.

The reason why we choose a parent node with the minimum slotID as the first
next-hop is that we can have more chances to send by doing so. To have even more
chances, it is possible to list neighbors in ascending order of slotID, ignoring their
level. However, it implies that a node tries a neighbor of the same hop distance
at an earlier timing and it leads to the larger number of hops to the BS and lower
reliability. The detailed discussion on this aspect can be found in [36] and the
method proposed to select a next-hop can be incorporated into our protocol.

In SNPAMR, only a sender and a receiver are active during packet transmis-
sion, unless the identical time slotID is assigned to two or more neighboring nodes
in their vicinity. In this sense, the path from a source of urgent information to the
BS is protected from the interference of surrounding nodes. Considering network-
level contention control discussed later in the next subsection, we have four mech-
anisms which work in different spatial levels, which is compliant with our design
methodology stated in Chapter 2: node-level priority queuing, neighbor-level re-
transmission, path-level sleep scheduling, and network-level contention control, in
SNPAMR.

Now, we are going to demonstrate a sample behavior of SNPAMR based on
Fig. 4.1 whereN = 100. Initially, the level and slotID of nodes are set to infinity
on deployment, and those of the BS are 0 and 100, respectively. First, node A
conducts neighbor discovering and find the BS, nodes B and C. Since nodes B
and C are not initialized yet at this time (infinite level and slotID), node A ignores
them. The level and slotID of the BS, (0, 100), are sent to node A, then it sets its
own level to 1, and determines its slotID according to the employed SAF. Here, let
us assume that the slotID of node A is set to 94. Next, node B discovers neighbor
nodes, the BS and node A, and they notify node B of their levels and slotIDs. Node
B stores these information into its neighbor table in ascending order of the level.
Node B determines its level and slotID from those of the BS, which is at the top
of the neighbor table, as 1 and 98, respectively. The entry of node A in node B’s
neighbor table is discarded at this time, because node A’s slotID 94 is smaller than
that of the parent node,i.e., the BS. Node B notifies node A of its slotID, but node
A also does not add an entry of node B to its neighbor table for the same reason.
Now, node C discovers its neighbor nodes A and B, and it determines its own level
and slotID, 2 and 91 respectively, from those of node A at the top of the table.
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Figure 4.1: An example of level and slotID assignment in SNPAMR.

Figure 4.2: Scheduled packet transmission.

Once the level and slotID are determined, each node undergoes the sleep sched-
ule. If node C has data to send for detecting an event, reception of a packet from its
preceding node, or reading the meter, it sends the data to node A at slotIDk = 94
when its first next-hop node A is active (Fig. 4.2). If the transmission fails, it tries to
send the data to B atk = 98. One may think that the BS could be heavily congested
because all level 1 nodes try sending a packet atk = 100, which corresponds to
k = 0 of the next cycle. We can avoid this problem, for example, by giving level 1
nodes even slotIDs and having them transmit a packet at the following time slot of
an odd slotID, under a reasonable assumption that the BS has a power supply and
does not sleep. In the example of Fig. 4.2, node A and B can send a packet to BS
atk = 95 and 99 respectively.

Note that, in SNPAMR, sleep scheduling of nodes and routing are integrated in
terms of the time slot assignment. Each node utilizes only its neighbor’s informa-
tion, thus this protocol is fully-distributed and self-organizing.

4.3 Contention Degree

4.3.1 Definition

In SNPAMR, it is possible that two or more nodes transmit packets at the same
time, since time slots are not for transmission but for reception. Moreover, since
each node determines its own slotID in a distributed manner, two or more nodes
could have the same slotID. Such duplicated slot assignment increases the pos-
sibility of simultaneous transmission and contention for wireless channel among
multiple nodes. In addition, MAC layer could not finish delivery of a packet within
ts. These could degrade the reliability of transmission and lead to extra energy
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Figure 4.3: An example of the contention degree.

consumption in the MAC layer. Therefore, we need to take into account the degree
of contention, more specifically, balance the degree of contention among slots, in
determining SAPDF.

In order to evaluate the intensity of contention at a node, we define the con-
tention degreeC of a node as the number of neighbors which can transmit a packet
at the time slot given to the node. In other words, if a node is assigned slotIDk, C
is the number of neighbors which have a next-hop assigned slotIDk. Note thatC
is not necessarily equal to the number of its preceding or child nodes, becauseC of
a node may include its neighbors whose next-hop is another node having the same
time slot. For example, in Fig. 4.3, slotIDk = 80 is assigned to node A, whose
next-hop is node F withk = 85. The next-hop of nodes B and C is node A, in other
words, nodes B and C are preceding nodes of node A. Thus these two nodes can
transmit a packet atk = 80. Meanwhile, node D, which is the same level as node
A, has its next-hop node E to whichk = 80 is assigned. Thus node D can also
transmit a packet atk = 80. Therefore, node A has three direct neighbors which
can send a packet at its time slot, namely nodes B, C, and D, and consequently
its contention degree is 3. While we consider only the first next-hop to compute
the contention degree in the following discussion, it is straightforward to expand
this idea to involve the second and more next-hops by weighing contribution to the
contention degree, 1.0 for the first next-hop and 0.1 for the second next-hop for
example.

4.3.2 Contention degree in a grid network

First, we calculate the expected contention degree in a grid network, considering
the arrangement of apartments in a building. In a grid network shown in Fig. 4.4,
each circle represents a node and a number inside denotes its level. In this case,
the BS is located at the center. Node B has two child nodes, X and Y. Thus, the
contention degree of B,CB, will be either 0, 1, or 2. Nodes X and Y determine their
next-hop in accordance with a smaller slotID among nodes A and B, and B and C,
respectively. Therefore,CB is determined by comparing the slotIDs of nodes A,
B, and C. For example, forkA > kB > kC , CB = 1, since node X chooses node
B and node Y chooses node C as their first next-hop.
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Figure 4.4: A grid network.

Now lettingq the probability that two nodes of levell have the same slotID,

P (kA = kB) = P (kB = kC) = q, (4.4)

then,

P (kA < kB) = P (kA > kB) = P (kB < kC) = P (kB > kC) = (1− q)/2.
(4.5)

Therefore,

P (kA > kB > kC) = P (kA > kB)P (kB > kC) = {(1− q)/2}2. (4.6)

Calculating the probability of all nine combinations ofkA, kB, andkC and their
probabilities, the expected contention degree of node B,E(CB), is given by

E(CB) = 1 + q.

Next we consider nodes represented by a gray circle in Fig. 4.4 with three child
nodes and one parent node. For example, node D has child nodes A, B, and E. We
can apply similar discussion as above for nodes B and E. In addition, node D is
the only parent of node A, so node A has node D as its next-hop. Therefore, the
expected contention degree of node A,E(CA), is given by,

E(CA) = 2 + q.

We refer a gray node as “m-node” (main stream node) and an open-circle node
as “b-node” (branch stream node) in the rest of this chapter. Since the discussion
above onCA andCB can be applied for all m-nodes and b-nodes, respectively, we
define the expected contention degree of m-nodes,E(Cm), and of b-nodes,E(Cb),
as

E(Cm) = 2 + q, (4.7)
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E(Cb) = 1 + q, (4.8)

If a BS is located at the corner of the network,E(Cm) andE(Cb) are defined
as

E(Cm) =
3 + q

2
, (4.9)

E(Cb) = 1 + q, (4.10)

in the same way.

4.4 Slot Assignment Probability Distribution Functions
(SAPDF)

4.4.1 Evaluation metrics

A larger contention degree means more contention, which leads to unreliable trans-
mission and more energy consumption. Therefore we want to have the contention
degree as low as possible. In addition, in order to equalize energy consumption
among nodes, contention degree should be similar among nodes. In SNPAMR, a
node determines its slotID from that of the first next-hop node in a stochastic way
by a slot assignment functions (SAF)f(k). In the rest of this chapter, we explore
SAFs which give lower and more homogeneous contention degree over a network.
We employ following four evaluation metrics for SAFs.

• El(C). The average contention degree of levell nodes. LowerEl(C) means
less contention.

• Vl(C). The variance of the contention degree of levell nodes. LowerVl(C)
means more homogeneous contention.

• pempty. The ratio of unassigned time slots. Lowerpempty means more effec-
tive utilization of time slots.

• qisolated. When all of parent nodes are assigned a time slot of slotID 0, a
node cannot obtain its time slot. Such node is called an isolated node. Since
slot assignment is done from the center of a network toward the edge, nodes
at the edge tend to be isolated.qisolated is the ratio of isolated nodes to all
nodes in a network.

4.4.2 Examples of SAPDF

In this subsection, we consider the slot assignment probability distribution function
(SAPDF)gk(x) which determines SAFf(k). SAPDFgk(x) gives the probability
that slotIDx is assigned to a node when its first next-hop’s slotID isk.

LettingFl(x) denote the probability distribution of nodes (PDN) that a node of
level l is assigned slotIDx,

F1(x) = gN (x), (4.11)
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Figure 4.5: The (a) SAPDF and (b) PDN of LINEAR.
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Figure 4.6: The (a) SAPDF and (b) PDN of EXPONENTIAL.

Fl+1(x) =
N−1∑

k=0

gk(x)Fl(k). (4.12)

Note that this expression ignores, for simplicity, the process of choosing the next-
hop node with the minimum slotID. Therefore, it corresponds to choosing a next-
hop randomly among parent nodes.

We show four typical examples of a SAPDF and investigate the characteristics
of each function in a grid network.

K-1 If the slotID of the next-hop node of a node isk, slotID k − 1 is assigned to
the node,

gk(x) =

{
1 (x = k − 1)
0 (x 6= k − 1).

(4.13)

According to this SAPDF, all levell nodes have the identical slotIDN − l.
Therefore, K-1 leads to the worst case scenario.

L-BOUND The lower boundLl of the slotID for levell node is predetermined.
The slotID is randomly chosen betweenLl andk − 1,

gk(x) =

{
1/(k − Ll) (Ll ≤ x ≤ k − 1)

0 otherwise.
(4.14)
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LINEAR The slotID is randomly chosen between 0 andk− 1 according to linear
distribution as shown in Fig. 4.5(a),

gk(x) =

{
ak(x + 1) (0 ≤ x ≤ k − 1)

0 (k ≤ x ≤ N − 1)
(4.15)

where

ak =
2

k(k + 1)
. (4.16)

The PDNsFl(k) of LINEAR for level 1 through 3 calculated by Eqs.(4.11),
(4.12), and (4.15) are shown in Fig. 4.5(b).

EXPONENTIAL The slotID is randomly chosen between 0 andk − 1 following
the exponential distribution,

gk(x) =

{
e−λk{k−(x+1)} − e−λk(k−x) (0 ≤ x ≤ k − 1)

0 (k ≤ x ≤ N − 1).
(4.17)

An example of SAPDF and PDNs of EXPONENTIAL for level 1 through
3 are shown in Fig. 4.6. A smaller value of coefficientλk gives a more
gentle slope, which means that nodes are distributed more widely over time
slots. However it introduces more isolated nodes, because the probability of
assigning smaller slotID becomes larger. We can deduceλk which makes
the ratio of isolated nodes of levell less than1− P ? as

λk > − log(1− L−1
√

P ?)
k − 1

. (4.18)

Refer to the next subsection for details. Ifk = 1, the slotID given must be 0,

g1(x) =

{
1 (x = 0)
0 (1 ≤ x ≤ n− 1).

(4.19)

The duplication probabilityq in Eqs.(4.7) and (4.8) for each of four SAPDFs
can be derived as

q =
N−1∑

x=0

{gk(x)}2. (4.20)

For example, the probabilityq for all four SAPDFs at a node with a next-hop node
of slotID k = 100 is summarized in Table 4.1. In K-1, all nodes of the same level
have the same slotID, thusq = 1. In L-BOUND, q heavily depends onL1. For
EXPONENTIAL, we setλk to 11.5/(k−1) in the table, which means that the ratio
of isolated nodes at level 10 is kept less than 0.01 %.
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Table 4.1: Theq values of four SAPDFs atk = 100.
K-1 L-BOUND LINEAR EXPONENTIAL

q 1 1/(N − L1) 0.013 0.058

Figure 4.7: The ratio of isolated nodes.

4.4.3 Determination of the distribution parameter of EXPONEN-
TIAL SAPDF

In the EXPONENTIAL SAPDF, parameterλk determines the distribution of
slotIDs. With smallλk, slotIDs are widely distributed, with which probabilityq
becomes small and the contention degree becomes low. However, as an adverse
effect, it generates many isolated nodes by assigning a small slotID to a low level
node. Therefore, we need to find appropriateλk which guarantees the maximum
ratio of isolated nodes of levell at1− P ?.

We defineP as the probability that slotIDk = [1, N − 1] is assigned to a node
of level 1, namely,

P =
N−1∑

i=1

F1(i) (4.21)

1− P = F1(0). (4.22)

Among level 2 nodes, those have a level 1 node with slotIDk = 0 as their next-hop
cannot obtain a valid slotID. Therefore, they are isolated. For simplicity, ignoring
a case that a level 2 node have two or more parent nodes, we assume that1− P of
level 2 nodes are isolated. Among level 2 nodes with a parent node with non-zero
slotID,P get slotIDk = [1, N − 1] and1−P get slotIDk = 0. Therefore, among
all level 2 nodes, the probability of getting slotIDk = [1, N − 1] andk = 0 are
P 2 andP (1 − P ) respectively.1 − P of level 2 nodes are isolated, as shown in
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Fig. 4.7. Repeating this procedure with the assumption

P =
N−1∑

i=1

Fl(i) (4.23)

1− P = Fl(0), (4.24)

at levell, the ratio of nodes with a valid slotID isP l−1, and this must be larger than
P ?,

P l−1 > P ? (4.25)

Therefore,
P >

l−1
√

P ?. (4.26)

Substituting Eq.(4.23), we get

N−1∑

i=1

Fl(i) >
l−1
√

P ?. (4.27)

From Eq.(4.12), the left hand side of Eq.(4.27) becomes

N−1∑

i=1

Fl(i) =
N−1∑

i=1

(
N−1∑

k=0

gk(i)Fl−1(k)

)

=
N−1∑

k=0

(
Fl−1(k)

N−1∑

i=1

gk(i)

)
. (4.28)

If
N−1∑

i=1

gk(i) >
l−1
√

P ? (4.29)

holds,
N−1∑

i=1

Fl(i) >
l−1
√

P ?
N−1∑

k=0

Fl−1(k)

= l−1
√

P ?. (4.30)

Therefore, Eq.(4.29) is a sufficient condition for Eq.(4.27). For the EXPONEN-
TIAL SAPDF, from Eq.(4.17),

N−1∑

i=1

gk(i) = 1− e−λk(k−1). (4.31)

Substituting Eq.(4.31) into Eq.(4.29), we finally get

λk > − log(1− l−1
√

P ?)
k − 1

. (4.32)

If the slotID of a next-hop node isk = 1, we have to assignk = 0 to the node.
Then,

g1(x) =

{
1 (x = 0)
0 (1 ≤ x ≤ N − 1).

(4.33)
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Figure 4.8: The (a) mean and (b) variance of the contention degree.

Table 4.2: Evaluation metrics for four SAPDFs.
K-1 L-BOUND LINEAR EXPONENTIAL

pempty (%) 90.0 11.8 65.9 29.4
qisolated (%) 0 0 41.0 0.00818

4.4.4 Simulation experiments

Now, we compare the four SAPDFs by using four evaluation metrics defined in
Section 4.4.1. 220 nodes are arranged in a grid network centered at a BS. The
maximum hop count of a node,i.e., level value, is 10. The number of time slots,
N , is set to 100. For L-BOUND, the lower bound of slotIDLl for each level is
determined taking into account the number of nodes belonging to the level. For the
grid network, the number of nodes of levell is 4l, thusLl is determined as,

Ll−1 − Ll

Ll − Ll−1
=

l

l + 1
(4.34)

whereL0 = N andL10 = 0. For EXPONENTIAL,λk = 11.5/(k − 1).
The simulation experiments are repeated 500 times and the results are averaged

to obtain the four evaluation metrics. For the average contention degreeEl(C) and
the variance of contention degreeVl(C) of level l, we first calculate the average
contention degreeCi of each node over 500 simulation experiments, and then take
the mean and variance ofCi over nodes in each level,

El(C) = E[Ci : i ∈ Sl] (4.35)

Vl(C) = V [Ci : i ∈ Sl]. (4.36)

whereSl is a set of all levell nodes.
In the optimal case, the contention degree of all nodes of levell should be equal

to the average number of child nodes per node, thus

Eopt
l (C) = (l + 1)/l, (4.37)
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V opt
l (C) = 0, (4.38)

considering that the number of levell nodes is4l in the grid network.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.2. Note thatE1(C) of four

SAPDFs are well consistent with Eq.(4.7) and Table 4.1. We can see that the graph
of EXPONENTIAL is very close to that of the optimal case and the best among
four SAPDFs. L-BOUND gives low contention degree at higher level nodes and
high slot utilization, but it has higher variance than LINEAR or EXPONENTIAL
does. In LINEAR and EXPONENTIAL, as the level increases, slotIDs of b-nodes
tend to be smaller than those of m-nodes. It is because that a b-node chooses a
parent node with smallerk in determining its own slotID, whereas an m-node does
not. For having a smaller slotID, a b-node is chosen more often than an m-node.
Then, the difference between the contention degree of m-nodes and that of b-nodes
becomes smaller as the level increases. However, in L-BOUND, the dependency
on next-hop’s slotID is not so strong as in LINEAR or EXPONENTIAL, because
a node randomly selects a slotID within a predetermined time slot range. This is
the reason why the variance of L-BOUND is much larger than those of LINEAR
and EXPONENTIAL. Moreover, the performance of L-BOUND would heavily
depend onLl, which could be a disadvantage in a real deployment, where the node
distribution cannot be predicted well.

In LINEAR, El(C) decreases andVl(C) increases at high level nodes. It is
caused by isolated nodes. In Fig. 4.5(b), we can see that the peak of PDN for level
3 node is atk = 12, which means that higher level nodes have little choice of
slotIDs. As a result, 41 % of nodes are isolated as shown byqisolated in Table 4.2.
This reduces the number of nodes joining the schedule and the contention degree
at higher level nodes becomes lower.

4.5 Optimization of Exponential Distribution for a Grid
Network

Next we propose a method to make m-nodes and b-nodes have the equal contention
degree by tuning parameters of the EXPONENTIAL SAPDFgk(x). We first look
for a necessary condition for the homogeneous contention. Then, we consider how
to determine the parameter of the EXPONENTIAL SAPDF to satisfy the necessary
condition. Finally we verify the performance using simulation experiments.

4.5.1 Stochastic analysis

As we discussed in Section 4.3.2, m-nodes have higher contention degree than b-
nodes for having more child nodes. We consider to make the contention degree
same or similar among m-nodes and b-nodes. The basic idea is to employ a dif-
ferent parameter of the EXPONENTIAL SAPDF for m-nodes and b-nodes, so that
a node which has both m-nodes and b-nodes as its parents to choose a b-node as
its next-hop node with a higher probability. In the discussion in Section 4.3.2, we
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assumed that the probability that node X chose m-node A as its next-hop node
was equal to the probability of choosing b-node B by using the same SAPDF for
both nodes. Now, we employ a larger coefficient of the exponential distribution for
m-nodes to get a larger slotID than those of b-nodes.

In a grid network shown in Fig. 4.4,kA, kB, kC , andkD are slotIDs of node
A, B, C, and D, respectively. Lettingp = P (kA > kB) = P (kA > kD) the
probability that an m-node of levell has a larger slotID than that of a b-node of the
same levell, q1 = P (kA = kB) = P (kA = kD) the probability that an m-node
of level l has an equal slotID to that of a b-node of levell, andq2 = P (kB = kC)
the probability that two b-nodes of levell have the identical slotID, we obtain the
expected contention degreeE(CA), E(CB), andE(CC) of m-node A, b-node B
which has an m-node as its neighbor, and b-node C which does not have any m-
node as its neighbors, respectively. After similar calculation as in Section 4.3.2,
we get

E(CA) = 3− 2p, (4.39)

E(CB) = p + q1 +
1 + q2

2
, (4.40)

E(CE) = 1 + q2. (4.41)

For the equal contention degree,E(CA) = E(CB) = E(CE), erasingq2, we
obtain

2p + q1 =
3
2
. (4.42)

This is a necessary condition for the identical contention degree among nodes of
level l. For a grid network with a BS at a corner, this condition becomes

3
2
p + q1 = 1. (4.43)

Now, let us assume that an m-node and a b-node have their next-hop node
with slotID k and their slotIDs are assigned by SAPDFsgk

m andgk
b respectively.

The probabilityp in Eq.(4.42) that the m-node obtained a greater slotID than one
assigned to the b-node can be calculated as

p =
N−1∑

x=1

(
gk
m(x)

x−1∑

i=0

gk
b (i)

)
. (4.44)

The probabilityq1 in Eq.(4.42) that the same slotID is assigned to the two nodes is
given as

q1 =
N−1∑

x=0

gk
m(x)gk

b (x). (4.45)

In order to assign a larger slotID to an m-node, we employ a larger coefficient
for gk

m thangk
b in the EXPONENTIAL SAPDF,

gk
m(x) =

{
e−rλk{k−(x+1)} − e−rλk(k−x) (0 ≤ x ≤ k − 1)

0 (k ≤ x ≤ N − 1)
(4.46)
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Figure 4.10: The (a) mean and (b) variance of the contention degree with the pa-
rameter tuning.

gk
b (x) =

{
e−λk{k−(x+1)} − e−λk(k−x) (0 ≤ x ≤ k − 1)

0 (k ≤ x ≤ N − 1)
(4.47)

wherer ≥ 1.
Using Eq.(4.44), (4.45), (4.46), and (4.47), we obtain2p + q1, which is the left

hand side of Eq.(4.42), illustrated in Fig. 4.9 forr = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, where
λk = 11.5/(k − 1) andN = 100. We can see thatr = 3.0 is the best among the
four values to satisfy Eq.(4.42).

4.5.2 Simulation experiments

In order to evaluate the contribution of the parameter tuning, we conduct simulation
experiments using the same grid network as in Section 4.4.4. The number of time
slotsN is set to 100. The EXPONENTIAL SAPDFs by Eq.(4.46) and (4.47) with
λk = 11.5/(k − 1) are used for m-nodes and b-nodes respectively.

The meanEl(C) and varianceVl(C) of the contention degree at levell are
plotted in Fig. 4.10 by changingr. El(C) slightly increases withr, sinceq1 in
Eq.(4.40) increases.V2(C) dramatically decreases withr = 3.0 compared to the
case without the tuning (r = 1.0), which means that the contention degree is well
equalized among an m-node and b-nodes. At level 3 or above,r = 2.0 gives
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Table 4.3: Evaluation metrics andr in a grid network.

r 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
pempty (%) 29.4 31.9 33.7 35.1
qisolated (%) 0.008 0.006 0 0

better results thanr = 3.0 does. A b-node has two parent nodes and chooses one
with the smaller slotID as its next-hop node, while an m-node has only one parent
which is also an m-node. Therefore, even in the case without the parameter tuning,
slotIDs of b-nodes tend to be smaller than those of m-nodes as the level increases.
Increasingr enhances this effect even further, thusp becomes too large to satisfy
Eq.(4.42) withr = 3.0 or more at higher levels.

Table 4.3 showspempty andqisolated for each of fourr values. Asr increases,
pempty also increases, since m-nodes are distributed within a narrower range of
time slots, in other words, more packed.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a WSN protocol for automatic meter reading in a large-scale apart-
ment building was proposed. To accomplish both of low duty cycle and delay-
bounded transmission of urgent information, the interval of length of the delay
bound is first divided into time slots. A node wakes up at its assigned slot to re-
ceive packets from child nodes and at a slot of its parent node to send a packet
if it has. A node determines its time slot in a distributed and stochastic manner,
so that every node has a parent node with a larger slotID. Consequently, a packet
originating at an arbitrary node can be relayed to the BS within the delay bound.
It was shown that the EXPONENTIAL SAPDF enabled less and more identical
contention degree at all level nodes in a grid network and the results were near-
optimal.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The WSN technology is a key for creating our safe, secure, and comfortable living
environment. WSNs used as a social infrastructure have to be capable to deliver
urgent information, such as a fire alarm, fast and reliably. Because of a large num-
ber of deployed sensor nodes in a WSN, control mechanisms of a WSN should be
fault tolerant, energy-efficient, and scalable. In addition, adaptability is a neces-
sary factor for such a WSN, since the scale of an emergency event is unpredictable
and dynamically changing. A centralized control is not feasible to satisfy these
requirements, and a distributed and self-organizing control is preferable.

We proposed a design methodology of a WSN architecture for urgent sensor
information in which several simple and fully-distributed mechanisms working in
different spatial and temporal levels are combined instead of developing a com-
plicated monolithic protocol. The collective control of these mechanisms offers
preferential transmission of urgent information adapting to the scale of emergency.

We also showed two WSN protocols which are designed following the method-
ology. In UMIUSI protocol, sensor information is categorized into three traffic
classes: normal, important, and critical. In order to prioritize transmission of
the critical class, five simple mechanisms,i.e., the assured corridor mechanism
(ACM), retransmission, priority queueing, rate control by local congestion detec-
tion, and rate control by backpressure, collaborate consistently. In our newly de-
veloped ACM, an assured corridor is eventually established from a source node to
the BS. In the corridor, all nodes keep awake for fast transmission of emergency
packets. Beside the corridor, all nodes refrain from transmission of normal packets
to avoid disturbing transmission of emergency packets in the corridor. The other
nodes stay in normal operation. We verified through simulation and practical ex-
periments that UMIUSI protocol successfully improved the delivery ratio and the
delay of emergency packets regardless of the scale of emergency.

Another WSN protocol for automatic meter reading, in which low duty cycle
and bounded delay of an event notification are guaranteed, was proposed. In this
protocol, one working cycle, whose length is equal to the delay-bound, is divided
into a number of time slots, and each node determines its own time slot to be active
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in a distributed manner. By employing an appropriate SAPDF, earlier time slots
are given to nodes further from the BS, which enables for urgent event notification
to be delivered to the BS within the delay-bound. The EXPONENTIAL SAPDF
gives less intense and more homogeneous contention over a grid network than other
three SAPDFs. We further tune the parameter of the EXPONENTIAL SAPDF to
give an even better contention situation. We verified the performance of these
SAPDFs through simulation experiments, and the results showed that our protocol
successfully provided the near-optimal contention situation.

Although a lot of problems to be solved are left as open issues, we believe that
our research results will promote the advances of the WSN technology and help
people to enjoy their safe, secure, and comfortable future life.
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Appendix A

Application of Assured Corridor
Mechanism to the
Synchronization-based Data
Gathering Scheme

A.1 Synchronization-based Data Gathering Scheme

Although the assured corridor mechanism (ACM) does not depend on any spe-
cific routing algorithm, we employ the synchronization-based data gathering
scheme [41, 44] to evaluate the behavior of our mechanism in this thesis. The
synchronization-based data gathering scheme is proposed to accomplish energy-
efficient data gathering in a WSN without any centralized control. Combined with
ACM, it enables a distributed and self-organizing control of fast and reliable trans-
mission of urgent sensor information.

Figure A.1 illustrates how sensor data propagate from all nodes to the BS. A
number in each circle,i.e., node, corresponds to the number of hops from the BS,
which is maintained by each node as a level value. Figure A.2(a) shows timings
that leveln− 2, n− 1, andn nodes wake up, receive and send packets, and go to
sleep. Here, the interval of data gathering is given astnorm.

In the synchronization-based data gathering scheme, sensor nodes with the
same level value behave in synchrony. When so-called global synchronization is
accomplished, an interval between packet emission of leveli nodes and that of
level i − 1 nodes becomesδtnorm. Now assume that the most distant nodes are at
n hops from the BS. First, all leveln nodes wake up and then broadcast a packet
at the same time. This broadcasting is scheduled slightly before timing of packet
emission of leveln − 1 nodes byδtnorm. At this time, all leveln − 1 nodes wake
up. They receive packets from leveln nodes in their vicinity and aggregate or fuse
the received data with their own data. Then, they broadcast a packet containing
the aggregated sensor data slightly before timing of packet emission of leveln− 2
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Figure A.1: The synchronization-based data gathering scheme.

nodes byδtnorm, so that leveln − 2 nodes, which are awake at this time, can re-
ceive the packet. At the same time, leveln nodes also receive packets emitted by
leveln− 1 nodes to maintain the synchronization and then go to sleep. Therefore
all sensor nodes need to be awake for2δtnorm during the interval of data gathering
as illustrated in Fig. A.2(a). For further details of the synchronization-based data
gathering, refer to [41].

In the rest of this chapter, we call one-level smaller nodes of a node as “parent
nodes” and one-level larger nodes as “child nodes.” As easily imagined from their
names, the mechanism proposed in this paper can directly be applied to a tree-
based data gathering scheme as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). In the case of MANET-type
schemes, where one or more paths are explicitly built for communication between
a node and a BS, parent nodes correspond to the next-hop nodes to the BS and
child nodes correspond to the preceding nodes.

A.2 In Emergency

Transmission of urgent information in the synchronization-based data gathering
scheme with ACM is depicted in Fig. A.2(b). When a node detects an emergency
event, it moves intoEMG SENDstate. It defers emission of the first emergency
packet fortfirst until its next timing of packet emission (t = 0, in Fig. A.2(b)), since
its parent nodes in theNORMALstate are asleep at the moment of event detection
and can not receive any packet until they wake up. To minimize this delay, one
possible way is to have a mechanism to wake up parent nodes by sending a wake-
up signal. ACM can be combined with such a mechanism, however, a special
hardware for the wake-up mechanism is needed on every node, which leads to
additional production cost.

When the first emergency packet is broadcast att = 0, parent nodes move to the
EMG FORWARDstate while neighboring nodes of the same or a larger level move
to theSUPPRESSEDstate. By hop-by-hop broadcasting of the first emergency
packet, all intermediate nodes move to theEMG FORWARDstate.

If the first emergency packet is lost at one of intermediate nodes due to collision
for example, the transmission is delayed fortnorm until the next timing of packet
emission. Lettingtirelay time taken for anEMG FORWARDnode of leveli to wait
for level i − 1 nodes to wake up, the total delay of the first emergency packet
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(a) Normal operation.

(b) Successful scenario for transmission of emergency packets.

(c) Scenario with retransmission of the first emergency packet.

Figure A.2: Transmission sequences in the synchronization-based data gathering
scheme.

originating at leveln is given by,

Dn = tfirst +
n−1∑

i=1

tirelay + ktnorm, (A.1)

wherek is the number of packet loss events.
The maximum oftfirst is tnorm, and all intermediate nodes have to wait for

δtnorm, if they are in theNORMALstate,

max(tfirst) = tnorm, (A.2)

max

(
n−1∑

i=1

tirelay

)
= (n− 1)δtnorm. (A.3)

Thus the maximum of delayDn for the first emergency packet originating at an
EMG SENDnode of leveln to reach the BS is given by

max(Dn) = tnorm + (n− 1)δtnorm + ktnorm. (A.4)

TheEMG SENDnode keeps sending emergency packets at an interval oftemg

after its emission of the first emergency packet. These following emergency pack-
ets are forwarded to the BS immediately along the corridor. Ifδtnorm is relatively
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large compared to the transmission delay of following emergency packets, a fol-
lowing emergency packet may catch up the preceding first emergency packet at an
intermediate node. In this case, the following emergency packet takes over the first
emergency packet and propagates to the BS establishing a corridor as being treated
as the first emergency packet.

A.3 Retransmission

Since a corridor is not established, the first emergency packet is forwarded to the
BS without any prioritization and can get lost. Although a following emergency
packet succeeds the role of a lost first emergency packet in establishing a corridor,
it increases the transmission delay of emergency packets and can be critical to the
safety and security of our living environment. Following emergency packets can
be lost as well, because of possible collisions among emergency packets.

There are several possibilities to overcome the loss of emergency packets. In
this thesis, we take a hop-by-hop acknowledgement and retransmission scheme at
a higher layer above MAC. Our scheme does not exclude other techniques and they
are helpful to improve the reliability of transmission. For example, we could adopt
a MAC protocol with prioritization [50] or a packet-level priority control. In [42,
19], the authors consider service differentiation in terms of delivery ratio based on
DiffServ model. Delay-based differentiation is proposed in, for example, [51, 52].
Multipath routing / forwarding is another possibility to improve the reliability of
packet transmission [42, 19, 53].

The synchronization-based data gathering scheme inherently enables hop-by-
hop acknowledgement since a node receives a packet from a parent node for syn-
chronization. In other kind of schemes, a node can also expect to receive an emer-
gency packet from its parent node at the timing of packet emission of the parent
node. A node can confirm the successful transmission of its emergency packet by
observing a packet sent by one of its parent nodes. If a node does not receive an
emergency packet from its parent node or an emergency packet broadcast by its
parent node does not contain urgent information it sent, the emergency packet is
considered lost. Then, it retransmits the emergency packet. The retransmission
scheme of the first emergency packet in the synchronization-based data gathering
scheme is shown in Fig. A.2(c).

First, leveln node which detects an emergency event immediately moves to
theEMG SENDstate. Then, it transmits an emergency packet at the next timing
of packet emission,t = 0. A level n− 1 node, which is a parent node of the level
n node, is expected to move to theEMG FORWARDstate and broadcast the emer-
gency packet at the next timing of packet emission att = δtnorm. However, the
first emergency packet can be lost, due to the collision with a normal packet trans-
mitted from a neighbor node or random channel error, for example. In this case,
the leveln− 1 node remains in theNORMALstate and broadcast a normal packet
at its timing of packet emission,t = δtnorm as shown in Fig. A.2(c). Receiving
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a normal packet from its parent node, the leveln node detects the loss and imme-
diately retransmits the emergency packet with a retransmission flag in the packet
header. Retransmission is repeated until it receives the emergency packet from any
of its parent nodes. Therefore, the duration for retransmission is at mostδtnorm,
i.e., until parent nodes go to sleep. If the next emergency packet originating at the
same source node arrives while an emergency packet is waiting for retransmission
at an intermediate node, the waiting packet is discarded. This is because that sen-
sor data in the waiting packet is obsoleted by the new data. It is also possible to
merge them and generate a new emergency packet depending on an application’s
requirement.

If a level n − 1 node receives an emergency packet with a retransmission flag
while it is awake, it immediately broadcasts the emergency packet so that leveln−2
nodes can forward the packet at the next timing of regular emission (t = 2δtnorm

in Fig. A.2(c)). The emergency packet sent by the leveln − 1 node also confirms
the successful reception to the leveln node. Since the other nodes in the vicinity
of a node retransmitting emergency packets do not transmit any packets during
retransmission interval, we can avoid collisions and losses of retransmitted packets.

Now, consider the delay of the first emergency packet for the worst case sce-
nario with retransmission. The maximum delay of transmission isδtnorm as far
as retransmission succeeds before a parent node, which is still in theNORMAL
state, goes to sleep (see retransmission from leveln node to leveln − 1 node in
Fig. A.2(c)). If a node fails in retransmission, it must wait for the next cycle of
packet emission attnorm later because its parent node are asleep until that time.
Therefore, the maximum of transmission delay with retransmission,DR

n , is given
by,

max(DR
n ) = tnorm + (n− 1)δtnorm + k′tnorm + t1retrans. (A.5)

wherek′ is the the number of retransmission failures, which incur delay oftnorm.
t1retrans corresponds to the time for level 1 node to transmit the emergency packet
to the BS. Since the BS is always ready to receive a packet, level 1 node can try
retransmitting the emergency packet until the next emergency packet catches up,
which is at mosttemg after it receives the first emergency packet. Therefore,

max(DR
n ) = tnorm + (n− 1)δtnorm + k′tnorm + temg. (A.6)

A.4 Simulation Results

We evaluate the synchronization-based data gathering scheme with ACM on the
ns-2 network simulator package. The settings of the simulation experiments are
the same as in Section 3.5.1. In this section, the results of the first emergency
packets, which are transmitted before an corridor is established, are shown. Refer
to Section 3.5.1 for the results of following emergency packets.

In ACM, the first emergency packet propagates to the BS while establishing a
corridor. Thus the delay of urgent informationDn, which is defined here as the
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Figure A.3: The delay of the first emergency packets.
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Figure A.4: The late arrival ratio of the first emergency packets.

duration from the time when a leveln node detects an emergency event to the time
when the BS receives an emergency packet for the first time, indicates the time
required to establish an assured corridor.

The delay of first emergency packets of KA with oneEMG SENDnode is
plotted in Fig. A.3 for each level of the source node. A dashed line shows the
maximum delaymax(Dn) without loss,i.e., k = 0 in Eq. (A.4), given by

max(Dn)k=0 = tnorm + (n− 1)δtnorm. (A.7)

As shown in Fig. A.3, the delay exceedsmax(Dn)k=0 in about 15 % of the trans-
mission. In these cases, there is at least one packet loss on the way to the BS.
Although the lost packet is compensated by a following emergency packet, the loss
leads to the increased delay.

The late arrival ratio and the averaged delay of first emergency packets for
each source level for KA, ACM, and ACM+RT are shown in Figs. A.4 and A.5
respectively. The late arrival ratio is defined here as the ratio of cases where the
delay exceedsmax(Dn)k=0 for KA and ACM, andmax(DR

n )k′=0 for ACM+RT
substitutingk′ = 0 into Eq.(A.6),

max(DR
n )k′=0 = tnorm + (n− 1)δtnorm + temg. (A.8)
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Figure A.5: The delay of the first emergency packets.

As seen in the figures, suppression of transmission of normal packets has lit-
tle effect for first emergency packets because they collide with normal packets in
establishing an assured corridor. In ACM+RT, in contrast to the others, all of the
first emergency packets reached the BS withinmax(DR

n )k′=0 in Eq.(A.8), which
means that all first emergency packets are delivered to the BS within one cycle
due to successful retransmission. This is the reason why the delay of ACM+RT is
smaller than that of KA and ACM. Since no normal packets are transmitted at the
time of retransmission of emergency packets, retransmission does not suffer from
collisions with normal packets and is successful unless there is a collision with
another emergency packet.

One might think that the absolute value of the delay is too large. However, this
delay depends largely on a sleep schedule of a data gathering scheme, since a node
must wait for a parent node to wake up in forwarding the first emergency packet.
In the case of the synchronization-based data gathering scheme, we can shorten
the delay with smallerδ in Eq.(A.4) and Eq.(A.6), buttfirst is unavoidable without
a wake-up mechanism. The results shown in this chapter can be regarded as the
expected performance in the worst case scenario. The typical delay of a fire alarm
for a home security system is from several tens of seconds to one minute and thus
the delay of our mechanism is acceptable under the simulation setting.
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